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CHAPTER - 1 
Introduction : -
In this dissertation we have discussed the Baryon - Baryon interaction 
in One- Boson - Exchange potential model. The term Baryon - Baryon 
interaction is used here to mean the nucleon - nucleon,hyperon - nucleon, 
8nd hyperon-hyperon interactions. The properties of the nucleons and th" 
hyperons have been tabulated in Table - 1. 
In the nucleon - nucleon case the data originate from th--
study of nuclei as well as from the scattering experiments on nucleons-
However, in the hyperon - nucleon esse the investigations bssed en 
scattering experiments are hampered due to the short life - time of th 
hyperons. Therefore, the information about the hyperon - hyperi r 
interaction and hyperon - nucleon interaction is obtained from the studv 
of the hypernuclear properties. Initially due to the lack of th^ ' 
experimental data, the study of hypernuclei was at slow pace. With thr-
discovery of hypernuclear resonances and hypernuclear gamma rays, a new 
era in the study of hyperon - nucleon interaction or hyperon 
hyperon interaction started . 
In this chapter, we shall present a discussion of the nucleon 
nucleon interactions and an introduction to hypernuclei. In the 
hypernuclear study, the production mechanism and a brief introduction to 
predictions of the different hyperon - nucleon interactions will be given. 
In Chapter - 2, the various proposed phenomenologicaJ 
potentials for the nucleon - nucleon interactions will be discussed. The 
predictions of the different different potentials will be compared with 
the experimental dsta on the deuteron end nucleon - nucleon phase shifts. 
Specifically we will discuss the various phenomenological nucleon 
nucleon potentials viz. Hainada -Johnston, Reid Hard and Soft core, Paris 
and Argonne potentials. 
In Chapter - 3, the field theoretical model of nucleon 
nucleon potential better known as "The Bonn Potential" will be discussed 
in some detail. 
In Chapter - 4, the vsrious experimental data on hypernucleui 
e.g. binding energy, decays and '^  - N scattering are presented and the 
information about ^ - Nucleon interaction obtained from these data is 
discussed. 
In chapter - 5, we discuss the A -nucleon potential. The 
various phenomenological '^Nucleon potentials of Gal et.al.,Nagels 
et.al., Bodmer et.al .and Khan et.al are discussed. 
In Chapter-6 other hyperon - nucleon potentials viz. ^ - ^ ,Y!, - \H , 
s - N potentials are discussed in some detail.,where the experimental 
and phenomenological analyses of these potentials have been made . 
In Chapter - 7, a summary of the present study and th€ 
conclusions that can be deduced from this work are given . 
1.1 The Nucleon - Nucleon_Interacti^ons 
It is now well known that the nucleus is made up of nucleons and thf 
pions mediate the interaction between the nucleons. Yukawa suggestec 
that the range of the nuclear force could be identified with the mass of j 
particle exchanged by a pair of interacting nucleons. If two interactinl 
particles exchange a meson of mass m , then the maximum range of the forc( 
associated with that particle will be of order h/mc. Therefore,he 
concluded that the mass of the exchanged meson could be inferred from the 
known range of the nucleon - nucleon force. The discovery of the n-meson 
and its role in the nucleon - nucleon force,led .ultimately,to the 
One-boson-exchange nucleon-nucleon force, or the one - boson -exchange 
potential. Neglecting the neutron-proton mass difference, the neutron anc 
the proton can be treated as the two possible charge states of the same 
(2) particle, the nucleon . We write the nucleon N as a two-component vector 
in isospin space i.e. 
a 
^ = [ n ] 
with P ~ [ 0 J "^^  " " [ 1 J 
By direct analogy with spin, B, the isospin T is introduced . The nuoleor 
carries isopin ^ , and the third component, T^ has the eigenvalues +j (the 
proton ) and -jCthe neutron): 
i l l s I 1 1 . 
P - I 2 2 ' ' " " ' 2 - 2 ' 
Thus the proton is " isosopin up" and the neutron is "isospin down". 
Therefore , the total isotopic spin for two nucleons can then either be 1 
- o (antisymmetric under the exchange of the two nucleons) or T = 3 
(3 4) (symmetric under interchange ) CTable 25.^ ' 
According to Pauli principle an allowed state of two nucleons 
must be antisymmetric under the simultaneous exchange of space, spin anc 
isotopic spin. There is enough evidence that the strength of nucleai 
forces is same in nn, np and pp states. 
Therefore, for the interaction potential there are two basic 
criteria which should be fulfilled: 
(a) the charge independence requires that the interaction 
potential V(r) should be the same in all states of the same space - spin 
symmetry; 
(b) the interaction potential V(r) must be a scalar in 
isotopic spin . It is conveniently written as 
V = Vo Po + Vi Pi , 
where Po and Pi are the projection operators onto the two - nucleon states 
with T = o and T = 1 respectively . For two nucleons. 
1 •*• • * 
r, 1 - T T 
Po = 1 2 
3 + ? ? 
Pi = 1 2 
where T. is the isotopic spin operator for the i nucleon, the operators 
T are simply the Pauli spin matrices in isotopic - spin. 
The original idea of Yukawa of a scalar field interacting with 
'ieli (5) nucleons was extended to vector f d by Proca and then to pseudoscalar 
and pseudovector fields by Remmer 
In the 1950= ,the one-pion-exchange potential became well 
established for the long range part (r ^  2 fm, r is the distance between 
the centres of the two nucleons) of the nuclear force, the evidence of 
which came from small - angle NN scattering experiments and the deuteron 
he 
(9) 
properties . The different pieces of evidence for t one - pion 
exchange have been re-examined by Ericson and Rosa-Clot 
For the intermediate (Ifm < r < 2fm) and the short (r < 1 fm) 
range multipion exchanges and the exchange of heavier mesons have been 
considered. In the intermediate range the two - pion exchange is most 
important, although heavier meson exchange (like w) also becomes 
relavant ' . The three - pion - exchange has not been found to be very 
significant due to the short range (-J] -g 47f« \ • 
3m c 
IT 
This region is masked by a repulsive core which is introduced 
(12) 
phenomenologically . After the discovery of several heavier mesons and 
resonances, the study of nucleon- nucleon interaction entered into the 
(12) (14) 
modern era. Breit ^ and Sakurai^ ' have independently suggested 
that a meson of spin 1 could explain the repulsive core in the nucleon 
- nucleon potentials. The p - meson (T = 1) and the (^ - meson (T = o) 
have J = 1 and decay into two and three n- mesons, respectively. A third 
meson, the r? - meson, has T = o, J = o . The contribution of the two TT -
meson exchange corresponds to two uncorrelated IT - meson, whereas that 
from p,w,r),etc., correspond to bound pion state contribution,. The 
properties of the different mesons have been tabulated in Table - 3. 
Various studies on the energy level structure of nuclei shows 
the presence of spin - orbit force in the nucleon- nucleon interaction. 
C15") Tzoar et.al. were the first, who gave a favourable spin - orbit 
interaction from the meson - theoretical description. Later Breit and 
Sakurai have also suggested that a meson of spin 1 could explain the 
spin - orbit interaction in the nucleon - nucleon potentials . A-
schematic figure of nucleon - nuoleon potentials is presented in fig- 1 . 
1.2 5ZE^ L2yE.i.^ i. 
Strsnge particles including the ^ - hyperons psrticipste in the 
strong interaction. If at low energies this interaction is of attractive 
nature, we can expect the formation of a nucleus containing a '^-hyperon 
( also 2 -hyperon , = -hyperon and A - A hyperon) .Such nuclei are 
called hypernuclei. The first hypernueli was found in 1953 by the Polish 
scientist Dsnysz and Pniewski who observed the decay ofhypernucleus in 
nulear emulsions . The event observed by them has been schematically 
shown in fig. C23. In fig C2D, from the point A where a fast proton has 
reacted with Ag or Br nuclei, which were present in the emulsion, besides 
the normal tracks of protons and a-particles,a thick track is tapering 
(17) towards the end and corresponds to a hypernucleus . From the parameters 
of this track it was established that it belonged to a Boron-nucleus 
having atomic number 5. Due to the large ionization losses this nucleus 
— 12 
deccelerated rapidly and came to halt in about 10 sec at the point B. 
After the halt the nucleus splitted into a proton, an a-pgrticle and a 
TT-meson with a total kinetic energy Q > 40Mev. 
At present a large number of hypernuclei are known which have 
been shown in fig.C3). -^  , 
The discovery of ^ hypernuclei was followed by the 
calculations of the charge, mass, lifetime, decay energy and the energy of 
.- (19) separation . 
The charge of the hypernuclei is calculated from the 
ionization and life time T by a comparision with time during which the 
ionization losses occur for the nuclei which decay in flight. The lifetime 
T of the hypernuclei was to be lying in the interval 10 < T 
^ in-12 (20) 
< 10 sec: 
From the known masses of particles M. and their kinetic energy 
T., the mass of the hypernucleus can be calculated. The expression for the 
mass is given by 
M „ y = E ( M , + T j ) 
(19 ) The binding energy of ^ in the ground is given by 
A ^ £=• •' -^ core '^  HY 
where M is the mass of the nucleus in the ground-state after the 
core 
removal of the A-particle. 
The kinetic energy E, . of the Is - state for A > •> 1 and B 
Kxn 
1/3 (21) 
1.2 A fm using a square well potential is given by 
2, 2 
^kin = [^- B A ( 8 . ^ . ) ] ^ - - 118 A-2/3„eV. 
The decay energy is calculated from the kinetic energy of 
the decay products, which in turn is calculated with the help of range 
energy formula : 
^ m ,, 1-n ^ 
T = a r -A 1 Z^ '^' B-^  , 
X L iri J X X 
where T is in MeV, B is in micron, a and n have values 0.2-5 and 0.5S 
X X 
respectively. It has been found out that the decay energyaccompanied by 
the escape of ir-meson is about 40 Mev. 
After the initial discovery of hypernuclei many hypernuclei have beer 
proposed and studied st vsrious laboratories. The main processes,by which 
these hypernuclei are produced are given below: 
ta) Strangeness Exchange Reaction 
tbD Electromagnetic Production 
Cc) Associated Production 
C22) Ca> Strangeness Exchange Reaction using Kaon_beams 
(a) The examples of formation of ^ hypernuclei are 
K " + ^ Z y IT" + ^ Z 
K + ^ Z iT° + ^(Z - 1) 
(b) The examples of formation of E hypernuclei are 
- A - A 
K + ^ Z * n- + £o Z 
K- . ^z — "° + j ; - ( z - 1 ) 
K- . ^Z — ^ '^ ' ^  E - ^'-'^ 
(c) The examples of formation of = — hypernuclei are 
R + ^Z K° + ^(Z-1) 
K + ^Z ' R"*" + ^(Z-1) 
the strangeness exchange reactions further can be categorized into two,the 
first one is " Recoilless ^ production" and the other is "Quasi-free 
production" . For example the reaction K + n — > nr + ^ on a neutron 
inside the nucleus has been extensively used for the hypernucleuf 
formation. When the pions are emitted at O'^  , the recoil mometituir 
(longitudinal) depends on the R momentum as has been tabulated in Table 
C4). As it is clear from the table C4) that for the Kaon momentum betweer 
300 and 1000 MeV/c,the recoil of the A particle is less than 100 MeV/c , 
where as the Fermi momentum of nucleon is of the order of 250 MeV/c. 
Therefore,we can say that there exists a greater probability of forming a 
hypernucleus. 
For the Kaon momenta of more then 500 MeV/c with small 
reaction angles the transverse recoil mementum of the ^ particle is given 
by 
q,p ^ 2p s m 2 ' 
where ot is the small value of the reaction angle, p is the momentum of the 
Kaon and the emitted pion i.e.p ^ P„ Z^  p . We have depicted the reaction 
IS. " 
in fig C43. 
In the (K , IT ) reaction there exist a greater probability that a neutron 
in the nucleus will be replaced by the ^ particle without changing the 
wavefunction. This type of reaction is known as "Recoilless ^ production", 
which is a coherent or, say, elastic process. States populated by 
recoilless ^ production are known as strangeness exchange resonances, 
which are very much excited and are fixed in a continuum. The recoilless 
^ - production has been schematically shown in fig C5a3. 
However, the greater contribution to the strangeness exchange 
9 
reaction comes from the incoherent or, say inelastic processes due to the 
fact that the total cross-section for kaons and pions at momenta larger 
than 500 MeV/c is only 30 millibarns which leads to stronger absorption. 
This helps in the recoilless production from a small portion of the 
nuclear surface. 
However, from the many possible incoherent processes the 
reaction of our interest will be only those in which the strangeness 
exchange is accompanied by the neighbouring orbits without any additional 
interaction of kaons or pions with the nucleus. This is known as quasifree 
production and has been illustrated in fig. C5bi>. 
As discussed earlier most of the informations on hypernuclei are 
obatined from A (K ,IT ) ^ A reaction. But there are certain disadvantages 
- - C13") 
of the (R,TT ) reaction vis^ ^: 
(i) It excites strongly only the natural parity hypernuclear states. 
(ii) Due to the absorption of K as well IT strongly in the nucleus there 
arise many complexities when reaction mechanism and the absorption are 
considered. 
(iii) Since, the low spin states (natural parity) dominate the spectrum at 
forward angles, therefore ,the reaction emphasizes the spectroscopy of 
such states. 
(iv) A limited information on the structure of the hypernucleus is 
obtained from (K , " ) reaction. 
Therefore, there was need of an alternative approach. 
Consequently, various reaction have been proposed and two of their 
10 
have been studied in detail : 
(i) the (rr"*", K"^  ) and (ii) the ( r >'^^ ) & ( e,e' K^ ). 
First of all the electromagnetic production of hypernuclei will bi 
discussed which are A ( r,K )/y A and A ( e,e'K )/.^  A reactior 
involving nuclear targets A and final - state hypernucleus ^ A . These 
have been schematically shown in fig t6). 
4. 
The electromagnetic production of hypernuclei through (r,K ) 
and ( e,e'K ) reaction has been proposed at the new generation oi 
electron accelerators such as CEBAF. The study of the ( r,K ) reaction al 
CEBAF is expected to enhance significantly our understanding of processe; 
involving strange hadrons and coupling of photon to the baryon. 
Two possible experimental scenarios have been found to b< 
suitable for hypernuclear studies at Continuous Electron Beam Acceleratoi 
Facility (CEBAF): 
(i) the ( e,e'K ) at finite (but small) outgoing electron and Kaor 
angles, and 
(ii) the ( ^ 'jK ) or ( e,e'K ) at a 0 outgoing electron angle. 
It has also been proposed to get an associated high resolutior 
K spectrometer to have the electromagnetic production of hypernuclei 
The Bates electron accelerator ,when extended to 1 GeV could also be user, 
to explore the (?',K ) process near its threshold of k, , = 909.6 MeV/c. 
The A (e,e K ).A reaction excites both the natural anc 
un-natural parity , low and high spin hypernuclear states with comparable 
strength.Since, the electron and the R meson are weakly absorbed in the 
nucleus, therefore , the complexity of the nuclear reaction is less. 
11 
In the r + p — * K + ^ reaction or IT + n —>• K + ^ th( 
transferred momenta to the nucleus is very high (larger than the Ferm: 
momentum). Therefore, for these reactions probable bound hypernucleai 
states are expected in high spin configurations. 
A schematic representation of possible states involved in th( 
12 + 12 
reaction C (r, K ) B, has been shown in figure C7D. This representatior 
shows how a nucleus - to - hypernucleus transition occurs. Here in fie 
12 
c^o, proton in the target nucleus ( C) is replaced by a lambda in it£ 
effective potential well. 
4. 
There are advantages of the ( e,e'R ) reaction over the 
(/jK ) reaction like the information obtained from photon reaction is 
limited due to the same photon energy and momentum whereas it is not the 
case with ( e, e'R ) reactions. However there is no experimental dat£ 
available to us on ( e, e'R ) reaction. We are mentioning the plots for 
some of the experimental data on ( 7, R ) reaction which is available tc 
us and shown in fig C8, 9,10:)'^^^^ 
Cc3 Associated Production The examples of such type of reaction is 
+ 
+ 
IT 
+ 
IT 
+ 
+ 
+ 
X 
n -
n -
n -
- * re 
—>. r ° 
' L 
—> r"^  
* L 
W TN J 
+ 
+ 
+ 
L 1 
R^  
R^  
R 
.+ 
The associated production in most of the cases is denoted by 
(IT ,R )reaction due to its extensively usefulness in the hypernuclear 
(3"?) production. After the theorectical studies of Dover et, al, " the 
+ + 
Associated production of A hypernuclei by the (n ,R )reaction was 
12 
( T^ —"^ R ^  
proposed. Now a days it is widely studied^'' " .The first experimenta 
-work was started at AGS,,with the Moby Dick spectrometer. At PILAC (LOi 
ALOMOS) and also at KEK the work is in progress to get an intense beam o' 
+ + 
pions to study the hypernuclear production through (rr , K ) reaction 
There are certain advantages of (rr , K ) reaction over the (K , IT 
reaction like the high spin state is favoured by the form factor of thi 
(n , K ) reaction. 
As far as the associated production is concerned there ij 
no magic momemtum and q > 350 MeV/c and the elementary cross- section is~ 
maximum near p Z 1050 MeV/c .Due to the longer mean free path for K ii 
the nuclear matter the distortion for the outgoing wave is reduced anc 
the reaction is less peripheral in nature . In the BNL experiment \ 
series of ^ single - particle states in light - to - heavy hypernucle: 
have been obtained. Till now the achieved experimental energy resolutioi 
is 3 MeV . The efforts are going on at KEK to reduce the resolution to 1 
MeV. 
At PILAC (LOS ALOMOS) attempt is going on to extract th< 
precise spin - orbit splittings for ^. Also from this facility the detail; 
of levels structures which reflect the various components of the ^ - ! 
interaction ( like a a^^ ) can be obtained.The prediction of the existence 
of super-symmetric states which manifest a characteristic aspect of the 
nuclear many-body systems with Pauli-free hyperon can also be confirmed 
from the PILAC experiments. 
+ + 
The most important characteristic of the (rr , R ) reaction is tha' 
not only the highest spin state 
13 
[ °J7/2 ' J 7/2 Jj - ,+ but also 
other stretched states 
[of 7/2 (nl) with (nl) 
max 
being Os. , Op. and Od. are preferentially populated and, therefore,the 
obtained spectrum shows all the bound ^ orbitals. 
With this introduction of hypernuclei we shall now discuss in 
a little detail the interaction of ^ , J] , and = with the nucleon and the " 
^ ^ interaction . 
1.4 Hj^geron - Nucl^eon_Interactlon 
CaD _^t!_l2*:5Cil£ti2'!} ^ ^ interaction can not be described by the One Pion 
exchange diagram due to the violation of isospin conservation at the left 
vertex !/>, = 0 while T =1 which has been depicted in fig Cll). The 
lightest exchangeable mesons are K (496 MeV) and/or the scalar meson (500 
MeV) ,which lead to the short range nature of the ^ N interaction 
C17 20'^  depicted in figure C12:) . ^ -^ ''^ ^^  
It has been found out that the depth of the potential well Vo 
in the '^  - N case (^  18.5 MeV) is less than the depth of the well 
describing the bound (n-p) state in the case of a deuteron. 
We compare the energy of separation of a ^ - hyperon from 9. ^ ~ 
nucleus [ which is = B^ ] , on the one hand, and the energy of separation 
of the nucleons from the corresponding normal nucleus [which is B„ ],on 
the other, we can draw a conclusion similar to the one in the previous 
paragraph - that a '^  N interaction is weaker than the N - N interaction. 
14 
This csn be further illustrated by the fact that the Deuteroi 
binding energy, as we know, is 2.225 MeV while the ^ - N binding energ; 
for a two body system is supposed to be even negative also. Even , in ! 
three body system like /^H ( 8 '^  n p system), the binding energy is onl: 
0.13 (± 0.05) MeV. Hence, the conclusion is that for the ^ - nucleus, B^ 
By assuming the singlet interaction (i.e.S=0 ) in which spin are 
aligned antiparrallel to be stronger than the triplet interaction (i.e.Sj 
1) in which spin are aligned parallel the calculation of B^ ,^ is ir 
4 4 
agreement, which can also be inferred from the fact that the /^ H and ^e 
hypernuclei have J = 0 ground state and J = 1 excited states. We car 
understand the difference between the N - H interaction and ^ - t 
interaction by comparing the value of scattering length and effective 
ranges tabulated in Table C5). From the data of the effective range it is 
quite safe to conclude that the inner repulsive core cancels a Irage part 
of the outer attraction and makes the remaining attractive tail 
effectively to be of long range. 
The forward to backward ratio of the ^ - B scattering cross 
section indicates that the strength of the P - state interaction is 
roughly half of the strength of the S- State interaction 
^ particle can be converted to the E particle b> 
emitting/absorbing a pion and ,therefore,the OPE type interaction with t 
strong tensor component contributes to the '^  N - £ N coupling, 
B. Z - N Interactions 
Now we shall come to the E - N interaction. Since it is well knowr 
15 
that E particles are not stable in nuclear matter and react strongly vi? 
the E + N — > ^ + N reaction, 
the Q value for the decay is 80 MeV and it appears that the probability oi 
a E hypernuclei formation is less. ' 
g 
However, in 1980 the first E hypernuclei ^Be were observed b> 
proton synchrotron at CERN in the reaction 
K" + ^ Be — • I o Be + ir" for p^- = 0.72 BeV/c 
There is a width = r < 8 MeV at the peak of the energy? 
spectrum of IT - meson corresponding to the formation of the hypernucleus 
9 
yp Be. This fact, then , goes on to suggest the presence of certain 
prohibition on a strong interaction between a if- hyperon and the nucleous 
in the nucleus. 
In the later years , more E ~ hypernuclei were formed which 
have already been referred in fig C35' 
The E - hyperon has isopin 1 = 1 and couples with a nucleon 
such that I = 1/2 and 3/2. Therefore , all the complexity of the N N 
system is present in the E N interaction. 
C. =-N and A-A Interaction 
The = particles interact in nuclear matter through = + M —>• 2^ ^ with 
Q value of 30 MeV and,therefore, it seems that ,there exist a little more 
probability of = - hypernucleus formation. There exist also a large 
probability of ''^  ''^  hypernucleus formation due to the low value of Q and 
the decay of = into two ^s. Knowledge of the ^ ^ interaction depends 
mainly on the three emulsion events identified with the double hypernuclei 
10 n 6 „ . 13o .. T (39,40) /V\ °e» /vs "® ^"" A^B respectively 
16 
in R 
The t o t a l s e p a a t i o n ene rgy of AAB© and AAH© i s 
B/v\ < AA Be ) = 17 .71 ± 0 .08 HeV 
B/vA < AA He ) = 10.92 ± 0 .6 MeV. 
In the case of r) particle the interaction with nucleon via O + N — • ^ + 
gives Q value of 175 HeV. Therefore, it seems very unlikely that a O 
- hypernucleus will be formed. 
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TABLE - 1 Properties of the Baryons 
BARYONS ( Spin ~ ) 
Baryon Quark content Charg Mass 
(MeV) 
Lifetime 
(seconds) 
Principal decays 
N 
A 
E 
E 
E 
( ^ 
uud 
udd 
uds 
uus 
uds 
dds 
udc 
+ 1 
0 
0 
+ 1 
0 
-1 
0 
-1 
+ 1 
938.280 
939.573 
1115.6 
1189.4 
1192.5 
1197.3 
1314.9 
1321.3 
2281 
oo 
900 
2.83x10 -ID 
0.80x10 
6x10"==° 
1.48x10 
2.90x10 
1.84x10 
2x10'^^ 
-ID 
-lO 
-ID 
-ID 
piT , niT 
o + 
piT , nrr 
A 
r 
A n° 
not established 
BARYONS (Spin 3/2) 
Baryon 
A 
* 
Quark content 
uuu, uud, udd, 
ddd 
uus, uds, dds 
uss, dss 
sss 
Charge 
+2,+1,0,-1 
+1,0,-1 
0,-1 
-1 
Mass 
1232 
1385 
1533 
1672 
Lifetime 
-23 0.6x10 
2x10"^^ 
no 
7x10 ^^ 
0.82x10'-'-° 
Pricipal decays 
Nrr 
A IT, £ IT 
— rr 
'^  K — rr, — rr 
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TABLE 2 : Relation between the Isotopic - Spin and Space ~ Spin Synunetries 
for states of the Two - Nucleon System. 
T = 1 
T = 0 
Tz = -1 [• 
(P,P) ^ 
Space - Spin Antisym. 
(I - spin sym) 
Tz = 0 }• 
(P,n) ^ l^  
(Space - Spin 
Antisym) 
(I - spin sym) 
(Space - Spin 
Sym.) 
( I-spin 
Antisym) 
J 
Tz = 1 1 
(n,n) J L 
(Space - Spin 
Antisym) 
(I - spin sym) 
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Table 3 : Properties of the Mesons 
PSEUDOSCALAR MESONS Cspln O ) 
Meson Quark content Charge Mass Lifetime Principal decays 
77 
ri 
F~(now D~) 
ud, du 
(uu - dd)/y2 
USjSU 
ds,sd 
(uu+dd-2ss)/y6 
(uu+dd+ss)/ V3 
cd, dc 
cu, uc 
OS, SC 
ub,bu 
db,bd 
cc 
+ 1 , - 1 
0 
+ 1,-1 
0,0 
0 
0 
1,-1 
0,0 
+ 1,-1 
+ 1,-1 
0,0 
0 
139.569 
134.964 
493.67 
497.72 
548.8 
957.6 
1869 
1865 
1971 
5271 
5275 
2981 
2.60x10 -8 
8.7x10 17 
1.24x10 
^ KB 0.892x10 ^° 
K^° 5.18x10"^ 
7x10 
3x10 
19 
-21 
9x10 -13 
4x10 •13 
3x10 -13 
-13 14x10 
6x10"^ ^^  
r r 
±0 ± ± ± 
u v ,iT IT .rr nr IT 
+ - 0 O IT n , rr rr 
rrev , rr uy , ITITTT 
e \i 
0 0 0 + - O yy ,n rr rr ,rT rr rr 
77iTrr,p r 
KiTIT 
Rrrrr 
not established 
D + ? 
KRn , T^ niT , >7iTn 
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Y5^I2B_MESONS_CSein_l_) 
Meson 
p 
K* 
0> 
<p 
Z/w 
D* 
r 
Quark content 
ud, 
(uu 
us, 
(uu 
ss 
cc 
cd. 
du, 
- dd)/-/2 
su, ds,sd 
+ dd)/-/2 
dc, cu, uc 
Charge 
+1, -1,0 
4-1,-1,0.0 
0 
0 
0 
+1,-1,0,0 
0 
Mass 
770 
892 
783 
1020 
3097 
2010 
9460 
Lifetime 
0.4x10 ^^ 
1x10"^^ 
7x10 "^ 
20x10"^"^ 
1x10"^° 
-22 
>lxlO ^"^ 
-20 2x10 ^ 
Principal decays 
IT IT 
R IT 
4- - 0 0 
IT rr IT , x\ Y 
K'^R'.K^ K° 
4- - + -
e e ,M M ,5JT,7nr 
DTT, Dr 
4- - 4- - 4- -
T T , M p , e e 
Table 4 : The dependence of the recoil momentum Clongitudinal) 
on the K - momementum at O . 
K momenrtum (MeV/c) 
^ Momentum (MeV/c) 
0 
250 
100 
190 
300 
70 
500 
0 
700 
40 
900 
80 
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Table 5 : The value of scattering length and Effectvle range in the case 
of A - N and N - N interaction 
Scattering length (a) 
(in fm) 
Effective range (r) 
(in firt) 
^^0 
A _ N 
-2.3 
3.2 
N - N 
-23.7 
2.74 
3 S 
A _ « 
-1.9 
3.4 
N - N 
5.42 
1.77 
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Figure 1: Shape of the cen t ra l force for the SQ NN State 
The long-range, in termediate-range, and shor t -
range pa r t s of the po t en t i a l are i d e n t i f i e d , 
along with the important mesons in each region . 
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Hyp. nuc-
Figure 2: Schematic representation of the 
event observed by Danysz and 
Pniewshi. 
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> 
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>^  
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J 3 
^y [ GeV) 
Figure 8: 0,,+ Total Yp —> A K ' c ross - sec t ion as 
a function of laboratory photon 
energy Ej.. 
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cm 
Figure 10: Y+p -^ K^  + A cross sect ions a t 
kj^  = 1.4 GeV/c. 
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H 
Figure 11 : AN 
by 
shown 
i n t e r a c t i o n cannot be d e s c r i b e d 
a one-pion diagram of the type 
here 
A 
1 
A 
N N 
and 
N A 
-A_ 
A 
N 
Figure 12: The most important contributions 
to the A -N potential. 
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intermediate range parts completely determined from n-N and TTIT interaction. 
; for practial many-body calculations it is frequently used in iti 
parametrized form . 
(4) 
Argonne group has presented nucleon - nucleon potentials with ant 
without A (1232) degrees of freedom. The two models give excellent d.m 
almost identical fits to the deuteron properties and np scattering belo^ 
330 MeV. Recently the A degrees of freedom has been incorparated in th< 
Paris potential in Graz potential and the two body phenomenology has beei 
done. 
In this chapter we shall discuss the various phenomenological potential; 
viz. Hamada - Johnston potential, Beid Hard and Soft core potential, Parii 
potential and Argonne potential. 
However, before going into the details of these potentials we shall 
discuss in brief about some older N - N potentials. 
2.1 Breif review of some older N - N potentials: 
(21) In 1957, Gammel and Thaler were the first who constructed i 
quantitative NN potential. This potential used a hard core(infiniti 
repulsion) at small distances ( r :2 0.4 fm ) to account for the trend o: 
S phase - shift turning negative for lab energies about 250 MeV. 
Another semi - quantitative, potential was constructed by Signell anc 
(22) Marshak ' who used some input from the pion theoretic potential derives 
(?3') by Gartenhaus^ . Signell and Marshak observed that even though severa. 
meson-theoretic two-nucleon potentials give a good fit of the data a 
low energies, yet all of these potentials fail to fit the 100 and 15( 
MeV p-p scattering data.*^^ ' . Signell and Marshak based on thi 
40 
(25) 
ratiocination of Ohnuma and Feldman , conceived to include » spin-orbi 
term to the Gartenhaus potential. 
(22) 
The following is the form of the Signell and Marshak potential: 
V , -X 
V = V„+ t. ^ ° ^ — ( - ^ ) 1 for r < r 
G X dx X 'r=r^ c 
c c 
_^  V -X 
V = V„ + I . S - ^ - § — ( — ) , for r > r G X dx X ) c 
c 
where V„ is the Gartenhaus potential which has the central part plus 
r 1 tensor part, and x = r/r , x = c/r , r = „ = 0.21 fm , 
o c o c M 
r = 1.07 fm V = 30 MeV . 
o o 
This potential was found to be in accordance with the experimental dati 
upto 150 MeV. 
( PR ) 
Later in the work Signell , Zim and Marshak modified the spin - orbii 
part of the SM potential so that the spin - orbit potential has a range ol 
(2M) corresponding to the exchange of two mesons by the nucleons. 
This is known as SMI potential 
V - — f "^ (-? ) 
^LS " X dx ^ X ^ ' 
with X = M r and Vo = 21 HeV. 
From the SMI potential the data were in agreement with the experimenta] 
results upto 150 MeV. 
(27 ) Bryan^ ^ obtained an improved fit to the high - energy p - p scattering 
data from the 40 to 310 MeV range by considering the static potential 
(central , tensor , and spin - orbit ) of the form: 
: E A X " e ^^ + v.. ( OPEP ) 
n=;2 
41 
together with infinite repulsive cores for the central potential with x = 
h/Mc , V^( OPEP ) is the OPE potential, and A are constants which are 
fitted from the scattering data. 
Later Saylor, Bryan and Marshak^ after realizing that the Bryar 
potential is weak in the outside region , developed a boundary conditior 
model with potential tails outside. These modified forms were found to bf 
more appreciable. 
(29) Yale group^ expressed the phase shifts as some function of energy , 
containing-
.parameters which can be varied to obtain a fit of the data at severa: 
energies. The data was fitted over the whole energy range upto 345 MeV. 
Hamada and Johnston described an energy independent nucleon - nucleoi 
potential which respresents the nucleon data ( n - p and p - p both 
below 315 MeV . A part from the usual central and tensor parts , the mode 
is characterized by a short range strong linear LS potential in th 
triplet even state .The later potential is also present in the single 
states . The phase shifts calculated from the model are in fair agreemen 
with the Yale solutions for T=l and T=0 .Hamada- Johnston potential ha 
proved to be popular in nuclear-structure calculations because it has 
relatively a simple form. 
The H.J. potential contains the four terms-central (C) , tensor (T), spi 
- orbit (LS), and quadratic spin - orbit ( LL )terms: 
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where L.„ is the operator defined by 
+ ( a^ . t ) ( a^ . t ) 1 
- { \ j ^  ^  ^ • ^2 > } t 2 - ( t . ^ )2 
The V. ( i = C, T, LS, LL) are allowed to be spin parity dependent 
They are give by 
V^ = 0.08 ( ^  M ) ( ?, . T^  ) ( a^  . a^  ) y (X) 
^ l4-a^ y(x) + b^y ?x) 1 
V,j, = 0.08 ( I P ) ( ^ , • ?2 ^ Z(x) [ 1 + a^  y (X) + b^ y" (x) ] 
\S = »^  '^ LS ^ ^ ^^ > E^  1-^  ^ LS ^ >^^> ^  
X 
-1 where M is the pion mass , x is the intenuoleon distance measured in M 
, , , -x/x 
and y (x) - e 
Z(x) = ( 1 + I + -2 ) y (X) 
X 
The coefficients a _,b ,a^ and bm determines the deviation of the potentia 
from OPEP at smaller x , and V._ represents a short-range linear LS 
potential whose strength G depends on the parity of the state concerned 
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The presence of hard cores in all states has been assumed . The hard core 
radius is x = 0.343 (all states), 
o 
The parameters of H.J. used in equation 2 ) are given in table 1 and the 
results of H.J. group has been given in Table 2. 
Table 1 
State 
Singlet-
even 
triplet-
odd 
triplet-
even 
Singlet-
odd 
a 
c 
+ 8.7 
-9.07 
4-6.0 
-8.0 
b 
c 
+ 10.6 
+ 3.48 
-1.0 
+ 12.0 
am 
— 
-1.29 
-0.5 
bm 
+ 0.55 
+ 0.2 
\s 
+0.1961 
+0.0743 
^LS 
-7.12 
-0.1 
\ 
-0.000891 
-0.000891 
+0.000267 
-0.00267 
^LL 
+0.2 
\L 
-0.2 
-7.21) +6.92 
+ 1.8 
+ 2.0 
-0.4 
+ 6.0 
Table_2 
Low energy properties of some NN potential 
Potential H-J (11) RSC (18) Experimental Value? 
Eg (MeV) 
P, C4) 
Q (fm^ ) 
2.269 
6.97 
0.285 
2.22460 
6.470 
0.2796 
2.22463(3) 
4-7 
0.2860 (15) 
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ri (D/S) 
a(fin) 
r(fm) 
^^0 
^•pp(fm) 
r (fm) 
PP 
a (fm) 
nn 
r (fm) 
nn 
0.02656 
1.77 
-17.0 
-2.83 
0.2622 
5.390 
1.72 
-0.027 
-17.1 
2.80 
0.0265± 0.0004 
5.424 (4) 
1.748 (6) 
-7.823 
2.794 
-16.4 
2.3. R^i^_Hard_and_Soft_Core_Potentlals 
(12) The potential of Reid belongs to the group in which potentials an 
constructed separately for each set of partial waves. This procedure hai 
the technical advantage that the potentials in each set can be adjuster 
independently of each other. Reid constructed three set of potentials om 
with hard cores, two with soft repulsive cores. 
Isotopic Spin One T = 1 phase shifts can be obtained from pp scatterini 
data alone . The T = 1 phase shifts was calculated by integrating i 
Schrodinger equation whose potential is the sum of the Coulomb and Nl 
potential . At a large radius where HN potetial is negligible the solutioi 
was fitted to Coulomb wave function to get the phase. 
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Hardcore T = 1 potentials are given in equation (1) through (5) 
where h = 10.463 MeV , from OPEP. The hardcore radius x is 0.29614 in the 
c 
S s t a t e and 0 . 3 in t h e o t h e r s . 
Y{h ) = - h ( e ^ + 3 9 . 6 3 3 e ^^ ) / x 
° CD 
V ( ^D„) = - h ( e ^ + 4 .939 e ^^ + 154.7 e ^^ ) / x 
V (^P ) = - h ( G. + 16 .2 e ^^ - 55 .6 e '^^ - 545 e ^ ^ ) / x 
where 
r - / 1 X 4 , 4 , -x . / 24 , 4 ^^-Bx 
^1 - '^  ^ "• X "• "2 ^^ -^  ^ T ^ - 2 >^ 
X X 
V( ^P . ) = h ( G^ - 1.1553 e"^^ - 8 .722 e"^^ + 1 7 5 . l e " ^ ^ ) / x 
, „ , . , 2 2 . -X , 12 2 - -6x 
where ^2 " ^ x 2 ^^ ~ ^ x~ 2 ^^ 
X X 
' ^ \ - 2^ > = 0^ ^ \ ^2 ^ \ s i : ! _ : , g , 
where 
V = h < e'^'^^ - 1 3 . 8 e " ^ ^ + 138 e~^^ ) / x 
c 
X X 
V.g = - 250.9he"^^ '^^ 
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x = p r , M - 0 . 7 F 
The hardcore radius was allowed to vary only in the S state.An alternate 
D potential with the S core, x - 0.29614 is 
c 
V( -^ D, , alternate ) = -h ( e ^ + 25.86 e ^^ )/x 
Softcore T = 1 potentials in MeV are given in (7) through (11), h is 
10.463 MeV and x = M r , where H = 0.7 F"-"-. 
1 e,-^ -4x -7x 
V (^ S) = - h -~— - 1650.6 -^ + 6484.2 ® 
X X 
C7) 
, ^-x -2x -4x/x -7x/x 
V ( ^D„ ) - - h —— - 12.322 -5 - 1112.6 ® + 6484.2 ® 
Z X X C8) 
u ^ 3p . _ u r / 1 ^ 4 ^ 4 . -X , 16 ^ 4 . -4x 1 , 
+ 27 .133 e"^^'^^ - 790 .74 e"^^'^^ + 20662 e"'^^'^^ 
CQ:) 
V ( ^P^ ) = h [ ( 1 + I + ^ ) e~^ - ( I + ^ ) e"^ "" 1/x 
- 1 3 5 . 2 5 e ^^^^ + 4 7 2 . 8 1 e ^^/x Clo : 
^ < ' ^ 2 - ' ^ 2 > -- ^c ^ ^T ^12 ^ \ S ^ • ^ ' 
—X —4x ""6x 
where V ^ ^ |- - 933.48 ^ + 4152.1 ^ 
C <5 X A A 
cii: 
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^T = '^ [ "^  I "" X "^  "^ ^ ® ^  -( I + -^ ) e ^ ^ 1/x - 34.925 e"^Vx 
Vj^ g = - 2074.1 e"^^/x 
Two alternate potentials are 
^ -X -3x 
V ( -^S , alternate ) = - h -— + 105.32 
x x 
- 2401.9 e^^^/x + 5598.2 e"^^/x 
-X _^ C12) 
V ( ^D , alternate ) = - h 318.64 e '^^/x 
+ 526.27 e ^^/x tl3) 
Isogtoglc_Sgin_Zero 
Hardcore T -o potential are given in , (14) through (16) , Tl: 
3 3 hard core radius x is 0.38383 in the S.- D. state and 0.3 in the others 
c 1 1 -
3 3 It was allowed to vary only in the S. - D.state. 
V ( P^ ) = 3h ( e ^ - 11.08 e ^^ + 20.3 e ^^ + 465 e ^^ ) /x 
Cl^ 
V ( %^ ) - -h { G^ + 28.45 e ^^ - 93.6 e ^^ ^^^ ' 
, /I / o , 6 . 6 . -X / 18 . 6 . -3x 
where 0^= ^ ' ^ ' ^ x ^ ^ ® - ( — + -2-)e 
X x 
V ( ^ s^ - 3D, ) -- V^ . V^  S,2 ' \ S ^ '^ > 
where V = - h ( e ^ + 387.4 e~^^ )/x 
c 
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CI! 
CI 63 
V^ = - h r ( 1 + I + ^ ) e~^ - ( 59.968 + ^ + ^ ) e"^^ 
- 5.33 e"^^ 1/x 
V^g = 1181.2 e'^Vx 
Soft core T = o potential are given in (17) through (19), 
V ( ^ P^) - 3h ~— - 634.39 e ^ ^/x + 2163.4 ^^^^ 
V ( ^D^ ) = -3 h [ ( 1 + I + -|- ) e""" - ( f + V ^ ^"^"^  1 ^"^ 
220.12 e ^ ^/x -»• 871 e "^ /^x 
where 
V = - — + 105.468 - 3187.8 e"^^'^^ + 9924.3 e~^^/x 
C X X 
^ X X -* 
+ 351.77 e"^^/x - 1673.5 e~^^/x 
V^g = 708.91 e ^ ^/x - 2713.1 e ^ ^/x 
Two alternate potentials are 
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C18) 
CI 93 
V ( "^S^ - "^ D^  , a l t e r n a t e > = ^c "*• ^T ^12 "*" \ s ^ " ^ ' 
where V = -h -— + 102.012 ~ 2915 + 7800 
e x X X X 
V^ = - h ( 1 + - + - 2 ) e ~ "^  F " ~2 -^  / x + 163 e / x 
'- X X -* 
Vj^ g = 251 .75 e "^^ /x 
. -X -2x -6x 
V ( ^P. , a l t e r n a t e ) = 3 h - 240 + 17000 
•L X X. X 
C21) 
Properties of the deuteron calculated from the potentials are given ir 
Table 3, where E is the binding energy , Q is the electric quadropole 
P A 
moment , D is the D - state probability and D/A^  is the asumptotic D tc 
S wave ratio. 
3 1 In the table 4 and 5, effective range parameters for S and S has beey 
compared with the experimental value. 
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Table : 3 
Properties of the Deuteron 
Potential 
H C 
S C 
S C A 
Expt. Value 
E (MeV) 
2.22464 
2.22460 
2.22464 
2.224644 
±0.000046 
Q (F^ ) 
0.2770 
0.2796 
0.2762 
0.2860 
±0.0015 
Po ( % ) 
6.497 
6.470 
6.217 
4 - 7 
^D/A^ 
0.02590 
0.02622 
0.02596 
0.0265 
±0.0005 
Table : 4 
S effective range parameters 
Potential 
H C 
S C 
S C A 
Experimental 
Values 
a( F ) 
5.397 
5.390 
5.390 
5.424 (4) 
r^  ( F ) 
1.724 
1.720 
1.720 
1.748 (6) 
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Table : 5 
1„ Eeffecttive range parameters for no Coulomb potential present 
P o t e n t i a l 
H C 
S C 
S C A 
Exp 
a ( F ) 
- 1 6 . 7 
- 1 7 . 1 
- 1 7 . 1 
- 1 6 . 4 
r^ ( F ) 
2 .87 
2 .80 
2 .80 
-
2.4 Paris Potential 
The interaction region was divided by the Paris group into three domains : 
Long - range (L R),intermediate range ( MR ),and short range ( SR ), The 
view point for the short range is that the potential is largely unknown 
The short - range part of the N - N interaction in the "Complete" Paris 
potential is parametrized and fit to the data. A theoretical mesons 
exchange potential is fashioned in the medium range and the long range 
parts of the interaction.The Paris group fixed up r =0.8fm as the 
o 
perimeter between the short range and the medium range part of thf. 
^ .. ,(16-20) potential 
The N - N potential based on these ideas took about a decade to come intc 
a complete form . The work can be divided into three different stages : 
(i) First of all the "theoretical" Paris potential was constructed which 
was able to describe the long range and medium - range part of the N - t 
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potential . Then this model was fitted to those parts of the N - t-
interaction which are most sensitive to the long - range and medium 
^ • ^  -^ (16-17) range interaction. 
(ii) The next stage was to get a "complete" Paris potential b^ 
incorporating a phenomenological short range part and fitting its part tc 
HH phase shif ts*^. ^®-^  
(iii) Last stage was to get a parametrized Paris potential . This is 
(19) 
useful for many - body calculations . 
The "Theoretical" Paris Potenti^ al 
The contribution from the mesons exchange is divided into three 
different types. 
(a) n - exchnage 
(b) Resonant and non- resonant two - pion exchange 
(c) 3 - pion exchange , mediated primarily by w ~ exchange 
The evaluation of two - pion exchange is the key - stone of the 
theoretical Paris potential which has been computed from the cognizant of 
poin - nucleon phase - shift and pion - pion interaction which are madf 
use as inputs in the dispersion relations with the subtraction requisitec 
by Begge asymptotic behaviour. 
The following are the key principles. Firstly, this method depends upor 
the fact that the scattering matrix is an analytic function of th< 
relativistic variables which characterizes the scattering e.g. we can jot 
- down a dispersion relation which consociate the scattering amplitude t( 
an integral over the discontinuity of this amplitude. 
Secondly, the property of the scattering amplitude is that of crossing 
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symmetry , for the MM problem, which states that the scattering smplitudf 
which describes the MM elastic scattering , when analytically continued or 
in the S - matrix variables ,gives the amplitude for the N - M elastic 
scattering . In terms of Mandelstam varibles ( s, t. u) it can be statec 
that the S-matrix element which describes M -N elastic scattering is 
related to the N - H elastic scattering. 
The use of crossing symmetry and analyticity signifies that the two - pior 
t - channel exchange amplitude whih occurs in elastic N - N interactior 
can be related to the process N + N—> IT + n > N + N. 
By extrapolating the nr - M amplitude which in theroy includes all IT - I 
resonances , S - wave , IT - ir resonances as well as non - resonant 
backgrounds, the TPE box - diagram for MM scattering can be obtained. 
The Paris group made use of two different IT - M phase shifts , labelled ( 
and C, and the use of two different sets of S - wave rr - IT phase shifts, 
labelled R (for "resonant") and MR ( for "non-resonant") is also made. 
The derived potential which is not much dependent on the choice of IT - N 
or IT - IT phase , in this way agrees well with the phenomenological 
potential leaving besides central potential which is strongly dependent 
upon both of these phase shift sets. 
In this way the theoretical - Paris potential is obtained and is then usee 
to obtain the peripheral M - N phase shifts. The centrifugal barriers 
masks the short distance behaviour of the interaction for such phase 
shifts and hence, these phases are sensitive only to the medium range and 
short range parts of the M - N interaction. 
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V , ( r, E ) is assumed to be constant with respect tc 
r and , therefore , only the function of energy. 
It is given as 
where V , was set to zero for the SS , SO, T and S02. phen 
Therefore, the potential becomes 
V ( r, E ) = C "^heor < ^  > + E W theor ( r ) ] f ( r ) 
^ i l - ^ (^ ) ^ Vp,^^ ( E ) 
It has been found out that V , ( E ) is a linear function of E 
phen 
for the central component and almost constants for the SS , SO, T and S02 
components. 
Therefore . V , ( E ) was taken to be of the form C + C'E for the 
central component and constant for the SS, SO, T and S02 terms , so that 
the complete potential V ( r, E ) can be written as 
V ( r , E ) = U ( r ) + E W ( r ) , 
where U ( r ) = U^heor ( ^^ > f < ^^ > + C [ 1- f ( r) ] 
• W ( '^  > = ^ theor ( ^  > f ( ^  > + C'C 1- f ( r ) ], 
C'being zero for the SS, T, SO, and S02 component and V ( r, E) contains 
six free parameters for each isospin state , T = o, or T = 1, namely C j 
c 
C , C , Cm, C r>and C'. SS so T so2 c 
The resulting "complete" Paris potential provides an excellent fit to the 
properties of the deuteron . The resulting potential has the following 
qualitative properties, 
i) For J > 2 , it is dominated by the theoretical components 
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ii) The phenomenlogical short range part is of soft - core form. 
iii) V ( r,E ) obtained form the dispersion integrals is energy dependent 
The energy dependence is linearized in constructing the complete Paris 
potential. 
iv) The two pion exchange contribution , including the p - exchange , anc 
any contribution form two - pion S - wave phase shifts enters via the 
dispersion relation. 
Parametrlzatlon of Paris Potential 
The complete Paris potential, with its dispersion integrals and energy 
- dependence is not particularly convenient to handle. 
Therefore, parametrization were constructed in r and p space. With thi; 
parametrisation the changes were made in the basic potential. 
i) The effect of the A. meson whic-h is a pseudovector meson oi 
mass ^ 1200 HeV has been added to Y, 
theor 
ii) In redetermining the parameters of the phenomenlogical component V , 
not only phase shifts but also other N - N observable were included in th< 
fitting procedure. 
iii) A unique analytical expression for the complete potential is 
adopted, 
namely a discrete sum of Yukawa type terms which has the advantage thai 
their forms are simple in both in configuration and momentum space. 
2 
The linear energy dependence is transformed into a p - dependence whicl 
can be handled without ambiguity. 
For the two isospin values T = 1 and T = 0 the potential is expressed ir 
terms of the usual non - relativistic in-variants 
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V ( r , p ^ ) = V^ ( r, p^ ) O ^+ V^ ( r, p^ ) O ^ + Vj^ g ( r ) O j^g 
-. V^ ( r ) O ^ ^ ^502 < ^ ^ " S02 , 
where 
0 = 
0 
" 1 = 
i - S , 
4 
3 + ^^ 
4 
-> 
• "2 
-> 
• "2 
" LS = ^ • ^  
3 ar^  . r ^2 . r 
i^  rp = 2 1 • 2 
T r 
o - 1 . ± 
S02 2 ( ^^  . t ^2 . t + ^ 2 . t 5^ . t ) 
The central component contains a velocity dependent part and V , V.are 
defined as 
V ( r, p^ ) = V^ - (r) + {-^ ) V^ ( r ) + V^ ( r ) ( P /m ) 
2 f^ 
with p - - h [ - - J - - - ^ ] 
dr r 
ro - 938.2592 MeV for T = 1> 
and 938. 905.5 MeV for T = 0 
For each component V( r ) the following parametrization is used 
-m.r 
"^  e ^ 
V ( r ) : = E g, F ( m , r ) 3 = 1 ^ ' ^ 
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where 
a , b 
F ( m.r ) = 1 for V , V*^  , vf and V, 3 o o 1 1 
F ( m.r ) = — ^ + —^ ^ for V,. 
0 m . r / sZ Lb 3 ( m-r ) 
F ( m.r ) = 1 + -^—— + — o for V„ 
J ( m.r ) 
( m.r ) 3 (m.r ) 
The masses m. are the same for all components , the first term ( j = 1 ) 
corresponds to the OPE and appears only in V , V.and V^ .The potential is 
0 1 1 
regularized at the origin r = 0. 
The deuteron and low energy H - N properties obtained form this potential 
has been tabulated m Table C6D . s - and P- wave phase shifts of the 
parametrized Paris potential has been shown in fig C D . 
2.5. Argonne potential 
(4) Wiringa etal gave two sets of nucleon - nucleon potentials ; 
1) a V. . model which is a conventional NN potential, and ii) a V^o model 
with explicit A ( 1232 ) degrees of freedom . The V.. model has 14 
operator components describing NN - channel, while V^p model has 14 
additional operators , including 12 transition operators for all possible 
ITNA and rrAA couplings and two central operators for NA and AA channels. 
They have obtained the deuteron properties and np scattering data belov 
3.30 MeV. 
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The V, ^  Potential Model 1 4 
The V. . potential is written as s sum of 14 operators components 
P P 
V. 
" • " % = i . u [ '^ '-'ii'^'i'- 'a ^*'s'- >^ u >]Oi.i 
1 :> 
w h e r e t h e o p e r a t o r s a r e 
P = 1 , 1 4 
0 . . = 1 , T . . T . , a . . a . , (a. . a . ) ( T . . T . ) , S . . , S . . ( T . T . ) 
13 ' 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 13 13 1 3 
2 2 
( t . ? . ) , ( t . ^ ) ( T. . ^ ), t , t ( T. . ?^  ) , 
2 2 2 
t ( ^^ • ^^ ) > t ( ^. . '^. ) ( ^^ . ^^ ) , ( t . t ) , 
< ^ • ^ > < ^ • ^ 3 ^' 2 ) 
w h e r e 
A A 
S . . = 3 ( i i . . r . . ) ( i i . . r - . ) - u . . t r . 
13 1 13 3 13 1 3 
is the tensor operator , L is the relative orbital angular momentum , anc 
b is the total spin of the pair. The three radial components include th« 
P 
long - range OPE part V^ (r) , and phenomenological intermediate range an_c 
short range parts V?(r) , Vg(r), whose shapes were taken form the Urban? 
model. The V^(r) contributes only with the or, tr operators : 
V" ^  (r) = r !!IM_ • _!?_ 1 e- '^^ ( 1 - e" ^ ^ S 
[ 4 IT 3 J Mr 
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- ( 3.72681 ) Yj^  ( r ) 3 ) 
tT r f_v,» in_ n r . . 3^ A V f ^ r "NH '"IT 1 r 1+ ^  + -^ r^ 1 
"^'^  T^T <^) = [ - 4 ^ - - 3 - J [ ^^ (Mr? J 
H r 
( e'-%- ^^^ )^ " (3.72681) T^(r) , 
where Y (r) and T (r) are the usal Yukawa and tensor functions with 
smooth Gaussian cutoffs that makes them vanishing at r = 0. The values of 
2 
ffi ,c and ( ^TTHH ) were 138.03 MeV, 2 fm~^ and 0.081 respectively. 
" 4iT 
The intermediate range part V?(r) is taken from TPE processes which 
is dominated by the tensor interaction. The chosen phenomenlogical shape 
Vj (r) = I^ T^ (r) 4 3 
The short range part is described by taking Woods - Saxon shape 
yP (r) = SP { 1 + exp [ ( r - R )/a]}"^ = S^ W (r) 
where R = ^ f m , a = 0 . 2 fm, 
and I and S were the parameters determined by fitting data. 
The V^Q Potential Model In this they have started with a V., part for 
NN channels , and then added operators to represent all possible processeE 
with TTNA or ITAA vertices , plus central operators in the N A and A/ 
channels. 
The potential is written as 
'28' i3%?i,28 [''^^i3^^^?^^iJ^^'^^3^^] 13 
6 ) 
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where the 0 ? . ' are given by eqn.2 ) and the remaining opera tons are the 
fol lowing 
+ Hermitian Conjugate ( H. C ) 
,16 . I I , ± ;* ^ . .11 0^^ = S . . ( T. . t . ) + S.^ ( t . . T. ) + H.C 
13 13 ^ 1 3 3 1 1 3 
oil ~- ( ^ i • ^3 ) ( ^ i • ^3 > + H. C, 
0?-^ = S.V^ ( t . . f. ) + H.C, 
13 13 ^ 1 3 
13 1 3 1 3 
0 . . 13 "^  1 3 
0 ^ ^ . - 1 „ . . 1 . . + 1. . . 1 „ . 13 Nl A3 Ai N3 
0 ^ ^ = ( a . . ^ . ) ( T . . § . ) + ( f;. . CT. ) ( ^ . . T . ) 
13 ^ 1 *^ 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 
13 13 1 3 13 1 3 
0 ? ' -- ( ^ i • t j ) ( t , . ^ . ) . . ( ^ , . ^ ) ( S , . t . ) . H . C 
0^^ :: S^i ( ^ . . S . ) + S^i ( $ . . t . ) 4. H.C 
13 13 1 3 3 1 1 3 
0^^ = 1 1 
'^ij ^Ai • ^Aj 
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° i ] -- < ^ 1 • ^d > < ^ i • ^ j > 
13 10 ^ 1 J 
where the b. is the transition spin operator for particle i that changes s 
spin ^ state to a -^  state, T. is the transition isospin operator for that 
1 3 
changes a isospin j state to a j state, 
E-is the Pauli isospin operator for a j state lu•is the unit operator in I 
space and 1.. is the unit operator in A space. 
The various generalization of the tensor operator S.. are the following. 
TT A A 
SH = 3 ( a. . r. . ) ( ?. . r. . ) - a. . •§. 
ij 1 ij J 13 1 0 
TTT ^ ^ 
S^^^ = 3 ( ?.. r.. ) ( ?. . r.. y - t. . t . 13 1 IJ ^ ^ 0 IJ ^ 1 3 
A A 
S?-^  = 3 ( t. . t. . ) ( t. . r. . ) - t. . t. 
13 ^ 1 • 13 3 13 1 3 
A A 
S^ f. - 3 ( a. . T. . ) ( t- • -r. . ) - a. . t-
13 1 13 3 13 1 3 
A A 
S " = 3 ( 3 . , rjj ) ( t. . r. . ) - 3. , £. 
The full Hamiltonian is the sum of rest - mass and kinetic energy 
operators and the interaction is given by equation 1 and equation 6 
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Therefore , the Schrodinger equation may be written as 
2 " i 3 ^^--^y^i ' 
where in the centre of mass frame 
H.- = ( M. + m, - 2m^ ) + _^Li!^i_lJ!i_L ^  i + V., 13 1 a N ^^^-^ ij 13 
The calculated deuteron and low energy parameters obtained by the Argonne 
group has been tabulated in Table 6 . 
Table 6 : The Calculated deuteron and low-energy parairieters. 
Deuteron V 
Propertie! 14 '28 
Paris Experimental 
E^(HeV) 
Q^(fm^) 
^d 
^d'^\^ 
P,(%) 
P^(%) 
S c a t t e r j 
paramete 
3 
%P(fm 
3 
np(fm 
1 
a , „ 
np(fm 
1 
np(fm 
- 2 . 2 2 5 0 
0 .286 
0 .0266 
0 .845 
6 .08 
0 
ng 
?rs 
) 5 .45 
1.80 
) - 2 3 . 6 7 
2 .77 
- 2 . 2 2 5 0 
0 .286 
0 .0265 
0 .846 
6 .13 
0 .52 
5 .46 
1.81 
- 2 3 . 7 0 
2 .78 
- 2 . 2 2 4 9 
0 .279 
0 .0261 
0 .853 
5.77 
0 
5 .427 
1.766 
- 2 . 2 2 4 6 3 ( 3 ) 
0 . 2 8 6 0 ( 1 5 ) 
0 . 0 2 6 5 ( 5 ) 
0 . 8 5 7 4 4 1 ( 2 ) 
4 - 7 
9 
5 . 4 2 4 ( 4 ) 
1 .748(6 ) 
- 2 3 . 7 1 5 
2 . 7 3 ( 3 ) 
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TLoblMeV: 
Figure 1: S- and P- wave phase shifts of the parameterized 
Paris potential. 
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Chapter - 3 
Introduction : 
As mentioned earlier in chapter 1 and 2, the Yukawa's arguments are being 
presented as follows . 
According to quantum mechanics there exists the uncertainty relation for 
energy - time observables : 
A E . At ^ h 
h 
A E At 
This energy may be accountable for creating virtual meson with mass , 
m - —^ = — P for a short time At. 
c c At 
The virtual particles exist only for a short span of time At during whicl-
they are separated from the nucleon by a distance 'a' not surpassing 
8=cAt. After the passage of time At , the virtual particle is "captured" 
again by a nucleon. It can be tacited that the nucleon is encircled by 8 
cloud of virtual mesons which are continuously being created anc 
annihilated. 
The radius of the meson - cloud is given by 
ch ch h 
a = AE ~ 2 mc 
mc 
It is the transfer of a virtual mesons form one nucleon to another which 
is responsible for the nuclear interaction. 
Yukawa obtained the nuclear interaction time : 
T = At = - ^ = —TT^- - ~ - 0.7x10"^^ seconds 
nucl AE be c 
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-34 
and AE ^ - ^ ^ 1.1x10 J - s e c _ ^ ^^^ ^^^ _ 2ooni 
0 .7x10 s e c 
This is how Yukawa meson was predicted. 
In 1.938 , H - mesons were disooverd in cosmic rays. It was speculated that 
it is the quanta of nuclear interaction . The mass of p - meson was 
determined to be " 207 me. However , it was soon realized that muons do 
not participate in strong nuclear interactions. 
The energy - momentum relation for a freely moving particle is given 
by <2-« 
E^ = P^ c^  + m^ c^  , ( for particle with m^O) 
CI) 
where E is the total energy, including the rest mass energy. 
Applying the quantum mechanical operators in equation 1), 
-> 
p — ) • - ih V 
and E — * ih ^/a t , 
gives 
.2 d^ , 2 2 „2 ^ 2 4 .^. 
- h :r— = - h c V + m C C2> 
dt^ 
By operating on (|> ( r, t ), the operator equation (2) gives the 
following relativistic equation for the free particle : 
2 d \ (r,t) = - h^c^ V^ 4>(r ,t) + m^c^ (j)(r , t) 
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2 
or ( h^c^ V^ _ h^ -^-— - m^c^ ) 4>(r , t) = 0 
at 
o^r ( v2 - -^ 1 ^ ^ ) 4> (? , t) = 0 C3) 
C at h 
Incorporating interaction also , the equation 3) becomes 
v2 A _ JL_ _Ai "^ Q M = 4„g (4) 
o at n 
where g>i is the density of meson charge of the nucleon. 
The solution of the above equation for the time - independent case is o: 
the form 
^-rA 
(|> = - gj, , where ^ = h/mc. 
Therefore, the interaction of a nucleon with the meson field is given by 
This the Yukawa potential for the exchange of poin between the nucleons. 
Here the negative sign shows the attractive character of nucleai 
potential. 
3.2 Post Yukawa flel^ d_theoretic aggroaches 
After the detection of pions more methodical work was started to 
study the nuclear forces . The nuclear forces were divided into three 
regions , a"classical" (long range , r ^  2 fm , where r denotes the 
distance between the centres of two nucleons) , a "dynamical" 
(intermediate range , 1 fm < r < 2 fm ), and a "core" region (short range 
r < 1 fm). The classical region is dominated by one - pion exchange. The 
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two pion exchange is the keystone in the intermediate range althoug^ 
heavier mesons exchanges (like p , w, etc ) also have their relevance. 
Finally many different processes play role in the core region , like the 
multipion exchanges, heavy mesons of various kinds and quark - gluon 
exchange. 
In the 1950s the one pion exchange was ascertained as the long range part 
of the nuclear force, the evidence of which came from the analysis of 
Nucleon - Nucleon scattering data and the deuteron properties.In the case 
of the deuteron , the quadropole moment can be well explained by the one 
pion exchange potential . 
Also, the asymptotic D/S state ratio of the deuteron wave functions 
provides convinicing evidence for the dominance of one pion exchange in 
the tail region (r > 2) fm.^ "^ ^ 
Now after one pion exchange the two pion exchange contribution to the 
nucleon-nucleon interaction was first tried . A lot of problems occured 
when the 2 IT - exchange contribution to the NN interaction was first (in 
1950s) tried. The various efforts of pion-theoretical potential are 
broadly divided into two groups : The Taketani-Machida-Onuma and the 
(9) Bruckner-Watson type. 
The main difference between the two approaches were that the box -
diagrams ( i.e. fig la) and pair terms ( i.e. fig Ic) and Id) ) were 
always included in the Taketani - Machida - Onuma, approach whereas 
Bruckner - Watson excluded the box diagram from the begining and can also 
at will drop out the pair terms . BW found almost an exact cancellation of 
one - pair (fig Ic) and two-pair contribution (fig Id) to the MN 
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nuoleons in the framework of the relativistic three-dimensional reductio 
(IT) 
of the Bethe - Salpeter ' -^  equation suggested by Blankenbecler an 
Sugar'. In the following work' , the correlated 2n -S - Wav 
contribution was also studied. Nutt and Wilets developed a simila 
field - theoretical model with a difference that antiparticl 
contributions were ignored. 
(19-30) Recently Bonn group has developed a program that include al 
relevant diagrams in a field theoretical model, 
3.3 The Bonn Potential 
Bonn potential is a field theoretic attempt to obtain the Nl 
potential from one - boson exchange. Bonn potential has gone throug 
various stages of development and many versions of it are available in r • 
space and mementum space for use in various calculations. In the followini 
we sketch the basic approach to calculate this potential from HN in >. 
semirelativistic field theoretic way, using Feynman diagrams .We ar* 
mentioning this apporach in some detail. 
The respective Feynman diagram has been shown in fig 2). We are looking ir 
the centre of mass system of two interacting nucleons , the momenta of the 
two incoming particles are q and -q , the outgoing momentas are q' and -c 
respectively . The nucleons have been treated on their mass shell" i.e., 
E = y,,2 . ^  2 and E' - V 2 . t. 2 
+ q M + q 
where M is the nucleon mass 
Maohleidt group have further assumed that the process takes place "on the 
energy shell" i.e. E = E . 
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a 
-m. 
a 
g 
_ _ _ _ _ _. 
( E ' - E ) ^ ( q ' - q ) " • - m^ 
On the energy s h e l l " 
a a a. 
q - ffi 
a 
,->, •• x2 2 < ?• 3 > 2 . 
a 
The interaction Lagrangian for meson - nucleon system is given by 
i = 1>2 , 
where w is the nucleon Dirac field 
yj is the adjoint nucleon Dirac field 
and (p^ is the meson field operator. 
m. 
a 
''i'^i/r/-E-:3i5)\'^'^^ 
Figure 2: Feynman diagram representing a OBE exchange contribution to 
NN scattering in the centre of mass frame .Full lines denote nucleons , the 
dashed line denote masons. 
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Var ious Boson f i e l d s £n£h^nges and t h e i r roJ^e_ln NN £2*-entlal^ 
C15 Itl2_ES^ H^ 25£2i2!I-£iSi.^ -.£.E5i Pseudoscalar mean that the field 
0 switches sign in the case of either space or time reflection . ps 
Particles with negative intrinsic party have this property e.g. T and r? 
(22) Lagrangian for the interaction is given by 
ps ps '^  5 ps 
and OBE contribution (fig 2) for this interaction is given by 
g2 n^ (q' ) \r^ u (q) U2 (-q' ) i/^ ^ 2 (-q ) 
PS _ -
-( q - ^ ) - \ ^ 
WE get for the whole diagram the following "momentum space potential" 
«ps . ^1 • « "2 • S 
ps 
where k - q'-q and E = M has been assumed 
g,2 3a/. tt ,t ps "1 • '^  2 
^^ P- ^  ^^ ^  = 2 t 2 2 
ps 
g2 
ps 
S.^(k) = 3CT, . ti of^ . t. - a 3_2 v^ / - - "j_ • - "2 * '^  "1 • "2 
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where k - k / \ ti \ 
V ( t ) = ps 12H^ t 2 ^ 2 k + m 
{ 1^ • ^ 2 -^  ^12 ^ *>} 
p s 
By do ing F o u r i e r t r a n s f o r m a t i o n i n t o c o o r d i n a t e space 
p s 
( X ) = ^ 3 J d \ e~ "• 
( 2 n ) ' 
^ • ^ V ( ^ ) p s 
(2rT) 
g. 
4M' 
( 5. ^ ) (a ^ ^ ) J d \ it, 
X 
i? 2 ^ k + m p s 
g. 
4VT 4M* 
where r = j x | 
p s m 
( ^ j . ^ ) (^2 . ^ ) 
4n 12M' 
/ ^ ^ 
-m r 
e p s 
2 •*• ^12 ^ i ) [l+ m r ps 
where S . ^ ( x ) i s t h e t e n s o r o p e r a t o r 
= 3 tJ . X cr^ . X - tr, . a . and X = -
1 2 1 2 r 
Since we know that the best known pseudoscalar field is the pion 
There exists three charge states of the pion : + , - , neutral 
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Therefore, the Lagrangian is 
ps PS 5 PS 
where the three components of ^  ^ are now three charged states . r is the 
isospin operator for spin ^  particles . r . $ is an invariant in 
isospin space . 
Il2?_§!£2i2C_£i?i5 Interaction Lagrsngian for the the scalar field 
C22) IS given as' h - g w V <P 
The One - scalar - boson exchange contribution is 
q u^ ( q' ) U^ ( q ) U2 ( -q' ) n^ ( -q ) 
( -q' - q )^ - m^Z 
We get for the whole disgram, the following "momentum space potential" 
sl ( ^ ( a + a ) (-i) ( t X p ) s 
V { t ) ^ - - ~ ^ \ 1 + ^  i ^^ \ , 
s 
where k = ( q - q ) and p = j ( <i + q ) 
The first term on the right hand side is the strong attractive central 
force , the second a spin - orbit force . 
Introducing the total spin t - j { a . a^ ) 
The Fourier transform of the previous equation is given by 
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ik . X 
J d^k t . (-i) ( t X p ) ^ 2 . 2 3 J ^ .. V. . . .. . .V .. r , k " + la 
= ^  . t ffi 
-iQ r 
s 
S I -_. vu... w , 4„ ^ 
where L = r x p 
The full r - space scalar exchange potential will be 
V ( 2 ) -- An ^ (2M") 's" (m r)' 
The scalar meson exchange causes a strong attractive central force and s 
spin - orbit force. 
iii) The Vector field (V) Interaction Lagrangion for the vector 
field is given as^ L^ - g^ yp d w (p^ 
The one - vector - boson exchange contribution is 
g2 U^ ( q' ) r^ U^ ( q ) ( -g'''') U2 ( -q • ) r^ '^ 2 ^ ^ ^ 
-( q -q ) - m^2 
We get for the whole diagram the following "momentum space potentila" 
V„ ( ti ) 
g. 
^ ^ '" ' t? . m 
( 1 - 3 S . (-i) (k x p ) I 
^2 ^ 2M' 
Therefore,with the help of Fourier transform 
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2^ o „ n "^rr^ 
{ ^  ' * • ^  ,J [(m r> * Cti r) 2 J } 
«. 2M "^^  V V 
We find a strong repulsive central force and a spin - orbit force which| 
has the same sign as in the scatar case. 
(iv) The Tensor field Interaction Lagrangian for the field is 
given as 
where u^^-- \ i Y^ ^ r^ ^ -- \ i Y^ Y^ - Y^ r^ ) 
the vertex is r = - i Jy a ( q - q' )^ 
T: .V 2M ^^ 
For the tensor coupling the corresponding expression is 
2 _^  
f„ ( ^ 1 X "^^  )•( a X t ) 
^ 4H2 ^2 . _2 
+ m 
2 
Jy i n t t o t t "y^  Si2 ( ^  ) \ 
12M2 I ^ 2 1 2 ^2 ^ „ 2 ti^  ^  m 2 > 
V y 
From the Fourier tranform again , we have 
2 9 
( 2 ^  • -^
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V ( ffi„r ) ^ ^ 
-m r 
^12 
The tensor force obtained has the opposite sign compared to the ps case. 
We shall now look into physical manifestation of the field describee 
theoretically so far . In the mass range below the nucleon mass , there 
are two pseudoscslsr particles , namely rr (138) as 77 (550) and two vector 
2 
particles p (769) and " (783). The various coupling constants S^^^^i^ for 
a - Tf, T?, p, cc, etc are given in table 1 and 2. 
The isoscslar w has a strong vector coupling and the isovector P has 
astrong tensor coupling to the nucleon. There exist also an isovector 
scalar meson fi (983) , which , due to its large mass and its small 
coupling constant , provides only a small contribution. 
Compared to the (isovector) n , the contribution from the (isoscalar) T) is 
very smsll because the coupling constant of the 77 is small ^and second the 
mess of the r) is substantially larger than the pion mass.The magnitude of 
2 2 One - meson exchange contribution is roughly proportional to g /m 
Therefore , r> is not important for the KH system . Providing as isospin 
independent tensor force, the essential effect of the r) are that it lowers 
the 3P. , rasises the 3P phase shifts , and slightly reduces the 3S-3D 
tensor force. The 77' due to larger mass (958) is not taken into 
(32) 
account in boson - exchange model 
Therefore , the pion as the lightest particle provides the long range 
force and due to its pseudoscalar nature , the tensor force. This tensor 
force is reduced at short ranges by the p meson to a realistic size . 
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Since IT and p are isovector particles , therefore , they imply a strong 
isospin dependence for spin - orbit force . The w creates the short rangt 
repulsion and the spin - orbit force. 
However , there are a few mesons of mass •" IGeV e.g. (p (1020) and S (975). 
These mesons have a considerable SS content ( S —*• strange quark ), their 
coupling to the nucle^on is , therefore, suppressed according to the Zweig 
, (33) 
rule . 
There are many authentic reasons not to consider other mesons.First , 
their contribution is masked to a considerable extent by the strong short 
- range repulsion originating form co-exchange . Then we have to apply the 
form factors (cutoffs) to each meson-nucleon vertex in the meson theory. 
In the figures 3,4 and 5 ) , the different potentials V^, V^ end V,g has 
been plotted for the different mesons. 
The following operator structure is assumed to each spin - isopin state : 
V (r ) = V^ (r) + V^ (r) S^2 + \ s <^) ^  • ^  ' 
where on the right hand side we have the central, tensor snd spin orbit 
force, S.^ is the r - space tensor operator which is given as 
( ci^  . r ) ( "2 • r ) _ ^ _ ^ 
2 
r 
and the total isospin of the two nucleon system is denoted by T. 
Till now we have not mentioned about the intermediate range attraction 
We have to consider plural meson exchange and we shall see how that 
-provides us with the missing parts. 
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The_2rT exchange 
The essential features of the model(fig 6) are that it takes the effects 
from nucleon resonances (isobars) and direct JTIT - interaction intf 
account. The effect of other resonances have been found out to be 
negligible . 
Machleidt group have considered the various crossed box diagrams which 
were first neglected in the calculation due to the extreme complexity. 
However , it was found that they are non - negligible and help to provide 
on isoscalar character for the 2n- - exchange contributions. 
Macheleidt group checked their 2n - exchange model on high partial waves , 
then they proceeded to state of lower angular momentum , which showed 
that 8 model consisting of one - meson exchange and 2IT - exchange only is 
unable to describe the empirical NN data. 
Il2S_!I£_^ -Sl}2D2S From OBE it is known that the IT - and p - mesons play 
the role of opponents because their tensor forces have oppcsite sign . It 
is , therefore , tempting to include next to the rr and p ,the two - boson 
exchange diagrams expecting them to counterbalance the corresponding 2IT 
contributions , Fig 7 ) displays the processes to be considered in analogy 
to the diagrams of uncorrelated 2n - exchange . 
The effect of np contributions is to functions as a conterpart of the 2" 
exchange contributions , The 2n - exchange provides also rather short 
ranged contributions which are sufficiently counterbalanced by the rrp 
exchange. 
This group also gave a thought to 3VT - and 4IT exchanges in an 
approximate way. However, it turns out to be of little importance as they 
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cancel each other to a large extent. Here we are mentioning the" 
deuteron properties and low energy HN parameters. The comparision has 
been made with the experimental valuesCTable 3 ) . 
A few phase-shifts of NN scattering has been shown in fig (8) . 
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Table 1 : Various meson - nucleon couplings and their contributions t 
the nuclear force as obtained by one - boson - exchange 
Coupling Bosons Characterstics of Predicted forces 
(Strength of 
Coupling 
1 = 0 1 = 1 
[1] C?i.?23 
ps r} n 
(weak) (strong) 
S IT 6 
(strong) (weak.) 
V w p 
(strong) (weak) 
t w p 
(weak) (strong) 
Central 
[1] 
strong 
attractive 
strong 
repulsive 
-
Spin-Spin 
weak 
coherent with v,^  
-
weak 
coherent with ps 
weak 
coherent with ps 
Tensor 
<-hl 
strong 
-
opposite 
to ps 
opposite 
to ps 
Spin-Orbit 
(t . ? ) 
coherent 
with V 
strong 
coherent 
with s 
i 
1 
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T a b l e 2 : Meson-nucleon c o u p l i n g c o n s t a n t s used I n f u l l Bonn nxidel 
N N M c o u p l i n g s 
NNiT 
NNT7 
HNp 
NNco 
NHcr 
HH6 
Bonn 
14 .08 
0 
0 . 4 1 
[ 6 - 1 ] 
10 .6 
[ 0 . 0 ] 
4 . 5 6 
1.62 
For vector me.sons , the ^^"^t ratio is quoted in square brackets 
i, vector J 
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Tabl e_3 ^^£Hl:£212_^D^_i.2!!_2D2I12Z_E5L2lIf2l2llS_EL£^i£i:^^ 
Deutron 
Binding energy ,En<MeV) 
D-State probability,^D(%) 
2 
Quaclropole moment Q, ( fm ) 
Asymptotic D/S - state 
B.M.S. radius ( in fm ) 
Theory 
2.22465 
4.25 
.2807 
0.0267 
2.0016 
Expt 
2.22463(3) 
4 - 7 
0.2860 
± 0.0015 
0.0271 
± 0.0004 
1.9635 
± 0.0045 
n p low 
Singlet 
Triplet 
energy s'cattering 
a^ ( fm ) 
r^ , ( fm ) 
a^ ( fm ) 
r^. ( fm ) 
-23.740 
2.766 
5.427 
1.755 
-23.715(15) 
2.73(3) 
5.424 ± 0.004 
1.748 ± 0.006 
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Figure 3 
0-5 I'O 
r ( f m ) 
1-5 2.0 
Contributions from single mesons 
to the even-singlet central 
potent ia l . The solid line represents 
the full potential . 
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Figure k 
-200 
r(fm) 
The cont r ibut ions from % and/>(dashed) to the 
T=0 tensor p o t e n t i a l . The solid l ine i s the fu l l 
p o t e n t i a ; . The dash-dot l i nes are obtained when 
the cutoff is omitted. 
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Figure 5 : The contr ibut ions from single 
meson to the T=l sp in-orb i t 
p o t e n t i a l , as denoted. The sol id 
l ine is the fu l l p o t e n t i a l . 
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dashed l i n e s p ions . The c i r c l e s are 
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Figure 7 : TU) contributions to the NN interact ion. 
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Chapter 4 
Experimental studies on ^ - N interaction 
Introduction : 
The nuclear structure has always been an interesting subject o: 
investigation using different probes.Unlike nucleon - nucleon interaction 
the ^ -nucleon interaction is still quite unknown . From the experimenta 
data on binding energy of hypernuclei we know that ^  - nucleon interactioi 
is weaker than the nucleon - nucleon interaction . The experimenta 
information about ^ - nucleon interaction is obtained from the following 
sources : 
(1) Hyperon binding energy in hypernuclei 
(2) ^ - nucleon scattering experin^nt 
(3) Hypernuclear Decays 
(3.1) Weak Decays 
(3.2) Electromagnetic Decays 
4.1 Binding Energy of the ^ particle in Nuclear Matter. 
As discussed in the introductory chapter the binding energies of the ' 
particle (B^) in the nuclear ground states are the fundamental source oi 
information on the ^  - nucleus interaction. 
The binding energy of the ^ particle in the ground state (^/\) may b( 
defined as the minimum energy needed to remove the ^  paticle from the cor< 
of the hypernucleus iff it remains in the ground state . The kinematica] 
analysis of decay fragments in nuclear emulsions is the most approprist* 
method for determining the binding energy of the ^ particle in th< 
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hypernucleus. The binding energy of ^ hypernuclei, in other words may b 
defined as the difference in the Q value of its decay product and the ( 
value (37MeV) of free ^ - decay . It has been concluded on the basis o 
experiences that decays with charged mesons and all fragments producini 
visible tracks can only be taken into account with measuring bindinj 
energies. However , these can be realized only for the hypernuclei havini 
mass number less than 16 ( A<16) . There is no reliable experimental dat? 
for A>16 , because the decay of heavy hypernucleus can not be identifiec 
(1-3) 
uniquely . The various experimentally determined binding energies 
through emulsion techniques have been tabulated in Table 1 . 
However , an upper limit h^ (ground state) for heavier hypernulclei has 
been estimated from the obfjerved decays accompanied by pion emission . 
The K interaction with Ag and Br nuclei in emulsion produces hypernuclei 
32 in the mass region 60 < A < 100 . The binding energy of ^ S is measurec 
from its spectrum produced via the ( K , IT ) strangeness exchange reactior 
( B/\ - 17.5 MeV ) . Also the ( K , IT ) reaction studies have yieldec 
12 27 32 40 209 binding energy for /^^  C,^ Al, /y S, /v^  Ca , /y Bi. it has been shown in fie 
CI) . 
The hypernuclei with A ^ 100 are not expected to have a strong 
variation of B^ (ground state ) with A. In fig C23 the variation of B/ 
-2/3 
with A has been shown for heavier hypernuclei with r = 1.1 fm and 1.4f 
o 
fm. 
The B^ values obtained by extrapolating from the light hypernuclei agrees 
well with the theoretical estimations. 
At Brookhaven - LANL - Houston - Tohoku - TBIUMF - Vassar - CMU 
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-FSU - Missisipi colloboration has measured the ( rr , K ) cros 
9n 12^ 13^ 16„ 28e. 40„ 51„ , 89„ ^ 4. a. n sections on Be , C , C , 0, Si , Ca, V, and Y target at P 
1.05 GeV/c/''^ 
RQ + + RQ 
The data for """Y ( IT , < ) "'^  Y has been shown in fig C3). A series o 
sharp peaks has been observed . These peaks have been identified as s^, p^  
d^ and f/^  bound state of the ^ . The nodeless g^ has been predicted ^t( 
lie about 5 MeV in the continuum near A = 90 with an elastic width o: 
approximately 900 keV. This width is small due to the relatively large 1, 
of the state. The ( fr , R ) data from emulsion studies gives accurate 
values for S^ binding energies in light nuclei and upper limits on h^ foi 
medium mass nuclei 
With the energy dependent local potential V(r, E ) of the form ' , 
V ( r, E) . _ A l l L I3(r) . 1 - 4. (r) . E (1) 
U (r) = t^ p(r) + I tg p^ (r) + | ( t^ + t^ ) T(r) 
2 
T (r) = I ( I n^ ) /3 p-V3 ^^^  
2 2 
^ - ^ + ^ ( t, + t^  ) p(r) , 
o * , ^ 2mA 4 ' 1^ 2 
2m/v^  (r) ^ 
(where m, is the free space ^ mass and m. (r) is the effective '^ mass ir 
the nuclear medium of density p (r)) the ^ -binding energy is estimated . 
Using equation (1) with the parameter 
t = - 402.6 MeV fm^ 
o 
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tg = 3394. 6 MeV fm^ 
t^+ tg- 103.44 MeV fm^ 
gives sn excellent fit to all the existing B^ data shown in fig CI). 
These values correspond to an effective mass 
'^  0.8 in the interior of the hypernucleus end a well depth 
D/^  ^  27.5 MeV. 
It has been observed that 8 small fraction of heavy hypernuclei decays 
by emiyaion of IT . Since , most of the n- are absorbed by the naoleus 
therefore, only less than 1 % of the decays are accompanied by a visibl* 
rr track. By analyzing a large sample of data of hypernuclear decay thf 
maximum n energy has been estimated. 
The Q value for ^ >• p + IT decay is 35.7 MeV. All proton states in thf 
nucleus are occupied upto the Fermi surface. Due to the Pauli principle 
the proton produced in the ^ decay can not remain strongly bound in thf 
nucleus and will jump at least to the lowest unoccupied level. In heavj 
nuclei the energetically lowest free levels are at the binding energy of '" 
The binding energy in heavy hypernuclei has been estimated to be B^ " 
22.7 ± 0.4 MeV. From this value of B^ the depth of the potential well of 
the ^ particle in the nucleus has also been determined . 
B/y (ground state) of hypernuclei can also be obtained by assuming that ^ 
feels a potential well of radius R approximately equal to that of the 
nuclear core and a depth D^ independendent of the hypernuclear mass. Since 
the ^ particle in the hypernuclear ground state always remain in the Is 
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state , therefore , the binding energy increases with A . 
Among the various investigations for the phenomenological estimation of 
the ^ - well depth quite 9 number of them have been made under the 
simplified assumption of square well potential of depth D^ and radius R = 
r AI''^ 
0_ 
The binding energy of the '^  (in its ground state ) is then given by the 
expresion : 
'^  '^  2m 9 A R^ 
D/^y vslue was also calculated by Shoeb and Rahman Khan , using the semi 
- empirical formula . The obtained value of D^ was 31.6 MeV. Ahmad 
(12 '^  
et.al. have obtained the value of D^ ^ by using a density dependent ^ N 
(13) interaction in the framework of folding Eodel . Recently Neelofer etal-
have obtained a one parameter, semi - empirical formula for ^ - binding 
energy of heavy hypernuclei in the inverse process of folding model . The 
value of D/^^ was 30.05 MeV and also the prt;dicted value of Bj^ , is in fairly 
good agreement with the experiffiv-:rntal values. 
Daskaloyannis et.al. ^  -^  have obtained B^ by using the following 
expressions : 
B^ = D^ - ( 3»T)2/3 D^ r ( ?^l)^^^ - ( P-1)^/^ 1 
where P = 1 + — o ( 1 + S )"-
L (3rr) ^  -i 
o 
s = (-i^ ^^  r^-
h2 
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The best obtained value for DA is 29.50 MeV and r is 1.035 fm. 
'^ 0 (15) However , the most quoted value of D/y is 30±3 MeV. 
Recently, Kourtroulos etsl. ' reported a phenomenological analysis of 
the ground and excited state binding energies and rms radui of p - shell 
+ + 
and heevier hypernuclei which were detrmined by recent ( n , K ) 
experiments . A ^  - nucleon potential including relativistic effects was 
used. It was found that the relativistic effects do not play any important 
role in determination of binding energy and r.m.s. radii. 
TABLE 1 : ^ binding energies of hypernuclei identified uniquely 
B^ (MeV) B^ (MeV) B^ (MeV) 
8.89 ± 0 .12 
10.24 ± 0 . 05 
11.37 ± 0 .06 
10.76 ± 0 .19 
11 .69 ± 0 .12 
12.17 ± 0 . 3 3 
13.59 ± 0 . 1 5 
A" 
^H 
^H 
AHe 
6., 
AH© 
^He 
ALI 
0, 
2, 
2, 
3, 
4, 
7, 
5, 
,13 
.04 
,39 
,12 
,18 
,16 
,58 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0.005 
0.04 
0.03 
0.02 
0.10 
0.70 
0.03 
8, . 
ALI 
ALI 
iBe 
^Be 
ABe 
lOo ABe 
A^ 
6.80 
8.53 
5.16 
6.84 
6.71 
9.11 
7.88 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0.003 
0.15 
0.08 
0.05 
0.04 
0.22 
0.15 
AB 
AB 
AB 
A'-
13p 
A*-
^^ c 
^ > 
4.2 A - N scattering 
A lot of effort has been made to procure ^  p scattering data with the 
ultimate aim of obtaining a realistic ^ N potential from the analysis 
Due to the brief life - time of ^  particle , it is difficult to get a fine 
beam of hyperons. Therefore , even the available ^ p scattering data have 
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8 coinpsratively poor statistics . The procured ^ p scattering dat? 
consists of scattering cross section ( tr. , ) , forward to bsckwsrd ratio ( 
F/B) snd polar to eqatorial ratio (P/E). Still more reliable data art 
needed to get a lucid picture of '^  - N interaction .Here the results of 
Zorn et.al. and Alexander etal. and also the various 
phenomenological analyses to predict the scattering length, the effective 
ranges, and the phase - shifts are given . 
a. Scattering Length and Effective range 
Zorn et.al. measured the cross section for ^  - p elastic scattering 
with ^ momenta in the interval 110 - 330 MeV/c. The study was based upor 
the 10 pictures in which 9.5627 ^ hyperons were produced from the 
following direct K interaction 
AO . -o K + P * /> + IT 
K" + P > E ° + T° 
U AO + 
and from the I in teract ion 
AO E + P — > A- 4- n 
E ~ + P — > E ° + n 
The geometrical criteria were applied and 224 scattering events were 
chosen . 
The cross-sections for A _ p elastic scattering as a function of incident 
^ laboratory momentum have been tabulated in Table 2 : 
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TABLE - 2 
Momentuin interval 
^- (lab) 
120 - 150 
150 - 180 
180 - 210 
210 - 240 
240 - 270 
270 - 330 
Aver.Momentum 
(MeV/c) 
135 
165 
194 
226 
252 
293 
No.of accepted 
events 
14 
28 
49 
54 
59 
20 
Cross - section 
(mb) 
209 ± 58 
177 ± 38 
153 ± 27 
111 ± 18 
87 ± 13 
46 ± 11 
The cross sections thus obtained were analyzed in terms of effective range 
theory . The cross section was written in terms of two singlet and two , 
triplet parameters . The singlet scattering length is denoted by a , the 
singlet effective range by r ^. , the triplet scattering length a, and t he 
t r i p l e t effective range r . . Thus,' 
a a + a, 
IT 
,2 , , 1 1 , 2 , 2 k + ( - - + :r- r k ) 
a 2 OS 
3lT 
/ 1 . 1 i2 ^2, , 2 ( - - + : ^ r . k ) + k 
a, 2 o t 
t 
CI) 
Then the ^ -p elastic scattering cross - sections data (Table :2) were 
used together with equation (1) and with the help of least square fitting 
2 (% - fitting ) the following values of a , r , u.and r ( in the energy 
S OS L OX, 
range 110 - 330 MeV/c) were obtained : 
a^^- 2.0 F , r == 5.0F 
S OS 
a^ =^  - 2.2F , r j ^ 3.5F 
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Alexsnder etal. performed the ^ - p scattering experiments in a bubbl 
chamber . Using the effective range approximation , they analyzed th 
experimental '^  - p scattering dsts consisting of six data points ii 
thec.m. energy range of about 2 to 20 MeV. 
Their results were : 
8^ = -1.6F , r^  = 3.3F t ot 
a^= -1.8F , r^ = 2.8F 
S OS 
(22'> Cline et.sl. performed the experiment at a little higher momenta thar 
Zorn and Alexander . The results have been shown in fig 4D and 5: 
The validity of the expression for ^p cross section used in the fits resl 
on the assumption that the ^ p elastic scattering takes place in pure s-
wave .The fig C5) indicates that at least such is the case upto incident 
momenta of 200 - 240 MeV/c . Above this there are indication for some p 
wave contribution. In fig C6) , the cross - section for elastic scattering 
(mb) have been plotted against momentum of ^ (MeV/c) . The trianglej 
correspond to the previous reported cross - section values obtained ir 
hydrogen bubble chamber experiments and the new values has been shown witl 
closed circles. 
(23 ) Londergan and Dalitz assumed the weak spin - dependence of ^i 
interaction , where the triplet term dominates the cross - section due tc 
its statistical weight and, therefore, they took 
a = 8 . = a , r = r = r 
s t OS OS o 
so that 
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4lT 
( - i ) . + k (2) 
The fit of the experimental data using equation (2) is shown in fig C7: 
yielding the values : 
a - -1.80 fro , r = 3.16 fro 
o 
Therefore, it was concluded that the '^ p interaction is weaker than the Nl 
interaction and there is no ^p bound state. 
- (24) 
Herndon snd Tang constructed on effective ^ - nucleon potential b: 
examining the binding energy data of the s -shell hypernuclei and the ^ 
proton scattering data with a number of effective central ^ - Nucleoi 
potentials of various hard core radii (0-0.6 F) and intrinsic range (1.5 • 
2..5 F). They obtained s good fit to these experimental data. The potentia 
was found to be having an intrinsic range of 2.1 F , a hard cos^ e radius o' 
0.6 F, and an odd - parity state strength equal to 60% of even - parit' 
strength. The ^ - proton effective range parameters have the followinj 
values : 
P a^ "^  = 2.06 F 
a ^ = -2.25 F 
s 
(25) 
r„.' = 3.40 F 
ot 
r ^ = 3.29 F 
OS 
Ali et.al. made sn analysis of the available '^ p scattering data usim 
Yukawa ^ - H interaction based on the effective range approximation. 
They included in their calculation purely attractive Yukawa potentials a 
well as the ones with hard cores. 
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The best fits to a helped in determining the ''^  - N potentials 
8 Xp 
(1) Yukawa ^^W potential (Purely attractive) 
V^ . : V^ = - U (-|^  ) exp (-ixr) / Mr , 
where ji = 1.024 fm ^ corresponding to b = 2.07 fm and U = 454 MeV fm^ is 
the common volume integral of the singlet and triplet potentials and S ^  
S^rO.575. 
(2) Hard Core Yukawa ^-N potential . 
V = oo r ^  r 
c 
V = - W exp ( -pr) /Mr r > r 
s s c 
V, = oo . r ^  r 
t c 
V. = - W. exp (-Mr) /Mr r >r 
For r^ = 0.4 fm , M = 2.12 fm ^ corresponding to b = 2.07 fm , W = 111? 
c s 
MeV, S = 0.805 , W^  = 929.4 MeV and S^  - 0.669. 
s t t 
For r^= 0.6 fm , M = 2.39 fm"-*" corresponding to b = 2.4 fm, W = 309.^  
MeV, S = 0.758, W. = 3095 MeV and S. = 0.758. 
Fast et.al. obtained the IT _p and ^-p low energy scattering 
+ 
parameters using the experimental cross-section data.These low energy TT'l 
-and '^p scattering parameter was used in a hyperon nucleon interactior 
model. The model is described by the one - boson - exchange (OBE; 
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potential which was used into a coupled channel Schrodinger equation. In 
the ^ system the model has two free parameters which were the radii of 
the singlet and triplet repulsive hard cores of pure 1 = 2" state . By 
assuming the extreme value of ^ resonance and using both the Behovoth, 
Heidelberg group(RH group) and Maryland data for the '^p case. Fast 
et.al. obtained the values for the effective range : 
a = -1.7 ± 0.5 fm , r = 2.5 •^ •^°-0.5 fm 
s s 
a^ - -1.5 ± 0.05 fm , r^  = 2.0 ± 0.05 fm 
Shoeb et.al. used a phenomenological approach of getting the ^N 
potential from low energy '^p scattering data . An effective three body ^ NN 
force with the '^N potential was used to account for the ^  binding in p -
shell hypernuclei. — 
The results of a , a., r , r . for two different set of the potentials 
s t OS ot 
are the following : 
Set A : a = a^ = -1.60fm , r = r .= 2.4 fm 
S t OS ot 
Set B : a = -2.20 fm , a.= 1.40 fm, r = 2.26 fm , r .= 2.55 fm 
s t OS ot 
However, from seeing the above discussion it can be said that still there 
is a need of many more reliable experimental data to get a lucid picture 
of '^  - N potential. 
^ - proton scattering phase shifts analysis have been done by many groups 
(24) C''^.) 
like Herndon and Tang, Rahman Khan and Shoeb , the Nijmegen 
group', etc. The/analysis is based on the different potentials.. We are 
mentioning here in brief , the calculations & results of Rahman and Shoeb 
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along with the results of the Nijrimegen group. 
Rahirian Khan and Shoeb have obtained the s-wave and p-wave phase 
shifts using the mean experimental low energy '^ 4-Q+- 8.nd the Forward to 
Backward ratio which were given by Zorn etal and Alexander etal. . By 
assuming that at low energies 6., and higher phase shifts make neglible 
contribution to cr. . , they took 
tot 
Sin ^ = 4n <3> 
and for small 6 , the approximated equation for the phase shift is 
X 
~ , (4) ''l 
/ 2 
« (k) 
2 
where a (k) - tot 4rr 
and X = ( F _. ) / 3 ( F .,) 
B ^ B ^ 
The phase shifts calculated using equation(2) have been tabulated here in 
table 3. 
Table - 3 . Phse shifts Cln radians) calculated using equation C4) 
E 
cm 
7.7 
10.3 
17.1 
(M. 3V) 
'^ tot 
(mb) 
146 
101 
52 
F/B 
1.0 
1.28 
1.80 
So 
(in rad 
0.505 
0.484 
0.445 
ian) 
• = 1 
(in r; 
- 0.0 
0.008 
0.030 
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The r e s u l t s of Nijmegen group in One boson exchange p o t e n t i a l approach 
Hiave been t a b u l a t e d in Tab le 4 and 5 ) . The p o t e n t i a l s were found t o bf 
a t t r a c t i v e in a l l p a r t i a l waves . The d i f f e r e n t Hijmegen p o t e n t i a l s w i l l be 
d i s c u s s e d in Chap te r - 5 in some d e t a i l . 
T a b l e 4 : ^ n u c l e a r - b a r p h a s e s h i f t s below t h e 2N t h r e s h o l d s . The phase 
s h i f t s of t h e n o t - d i s p l a y e d L »» 4 waves a r e s m a l l e r t h a n 0 . 2 0 everywhere 
and f o r L = 5 s m a l l e r 0 . 0 3 
p . (MeV/c) 
T l a b ^"^^> 
100 
4 . 5 
200 
17 .8 
300 
3 9 . 6 
400 
6 9 . 5 
500 
106 .9 
600 
, 1 5 1 . 1 
6 3 3 . 3 
167 .5 
Ig 19 .07 2 4 . 3 1 21 .15 14.66 7 .04 - 0 . 6 4 - 2 . 7 6 
o 
^ 1 
^1 
3 
Po 
1 
3 
3 
P i 
P i 
'P2 
^2 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
% 
^2 
^F 
^3 
^F 
.3 
2 r . 9 7 
0 .17 
0 .06 
0 .12 
0 .06 
0 .18 
0 .00 
0 .00 
0 .00 
0 .00 
0 .00 
0 .00 
0 .00 
- 0 . 0 0 
0 .00 
28 .48 
0 .86 
0 .37 
0 .92 
0 .32 
1.27 
- 0 . 0 0 
0 .03 
0 .05 
0 .08 
0 .05 
0 .00 
0 .00 
- 0 . 0 0 
0 .00 
26 .54 
1.96 
0 .67 
2 .76 
0 . 6 3 
3 .50 
- 0 . 0 4 
0 . 2 1 
0 .33 
0 . 4 1 
0 .28 
0 .02 
0 . 0 1 
0 .00 
0 .02 
21 .70 
3 .41 
0 .24 
5 .55 
0 . 7 1 
6 .27 
- 0 . 1 3 
0 . 7 1 
1.08 
1.19 
0 .86 
0 .05 
0 .06 
0 .03 
0 .06 
16.57 
5 .46 
- 1 . 3 9 
9 . 0 3 
0 .45 
8 .72 
- 0 . 2 4 
1.88 
2 .39 
2 .44 
1.85 
0 .13 
0 . 2 1 
0 .10 
0 .16 
15 .35 
10 .35 
- 4 . 1 4 
13 .37 
0 .35 
10 .30 
- 0 . 2 5 
5 .30 
4 . 1 6 
3 .98 
3 .13 
0 .25 
0 .52 
0 .24 
0 .30 
3 8 . 1 5 
2 5 . 8 6 
- 5 . 2 3 
15 .38 
0 . 9 1 
1 0 . 6 3 
- 0 . 1 7 
13 .66 
4 . 8 1 
4 . 5 3 
3 .58 
0 . 3 1 
0 .75 
0 .30 
0 .37 
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'^F^ 0 .00 0 .00 0 .02 0 .08 0 .25 0 .56 0 . 7 1 
^ t o t (mb) 309 .6 126.7 50 .7 2 2 . 3 1 3 . 1 14 .4 3 9 . 0 
T a b l e 5 : A n n u c l e a r - b a r p h a s e s h i f t s i n d e g r e e s be low Z N t h r e s h o l d s 
p. (MeV) 
T (MeV) 
h 21.31 
0 
^1 
^1 
3 
^ ^ 
^ ^ 
^^2 
^2 
\ 
S 
\ 
\ 
^3 
F^ 
^2 
F^ 3 
^^3 
'h 
a 
tot 
(mb) 
100 
4.5 
26.46 
20.04 
0.12 
0.13 
0.15 
0.01 
0.18 
-0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
-0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
-0.00 
0.00 
284.2 
200 
17.8 
22.90 
26.45 
0.70 
0.68 
1.07 
0.08 
1.26 
-0.03 
0.05 
0.07 
0.05 
0.05 
-0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
-0.00 
0.00 
117.9 
300 
39.6 
16.10 
24.72 
1.73 
1.22 
3.10 
0.18 
3.48 
-0.11 
0.27 
0.39 
0.31 
0.29 
- 0.00 
0.02 
0.02 
-0.00 
0.02 
47.1 
400 
69.5 
8.26 
19.98 
3.13 
0.9-
6.12 
0.06 
6.21 
-0.24 
0.82 
1.17 
1.01 
0.88 
0.01 
0.09 
0.05 
-0.01 
0.09 
20.6 
500 600 
106.& 151.1 
0.36 
14.74 
5.03 
-0.72 
9.84 
-0.37 
8.59 
-0.39 
1.96 
2.53 
2.1? 
1.87 
0.06 
0.25 
0.14 
0.06 
0.26 
12.1 
-2.51 
11.90 
8.86 
-3.56 
14.32 
-0.77 
10.08 
-0.43 
4.77 
4.36 
3.62 
3.15 
0.17 
0.56 
0.30 
0.17 
0.58 
12.3 
641.7 
171.4 
21.09 
17.63 
-4.99 
16.76 
-0.43 
10.43 
-0.36 
10.92 
5.20 
4.26 
3.71 
0.23 
0.81 
0.38 
0.24 
0.76 
23.1 
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4.3 HYPERNUCLEAR DECAYS J 
The decay properties of the hypernucleus are also studied to get the 
information on '^  - N interaction . There are three decay modes of 
hypernuclei : 
CID Strong decay C2) weak decay C3;) electromagnetic decay 
The lifetime of strong decay is very small and the detectors are not 
sensitive enough to record the spectrum of the outgoing particles in these 
decays. The electromagnetic decay studied is through the r-vsy transitior 
of the excited hypernucleus which decays to the ground state. The weal 
hypernuclear decays have been more rigorously studied due to the longei 
lifetime and more limpid experimental interpretations. 
A lambda hyperon bound to a nucleus decays with a life - time of weat 
processes T ^ 10 sec. This life-time is longer than the normal strong 
and electromagnetic nuclear decay . In the weak decay process i 
hypernucleus formed in a (K , IT ) reaction is formed in an excited state 
with the ^ in one of its higher orbits . Through the electromagnetic 
gamma decay and/or nuclear Auger process, the hyperon comes to the lowest 
(Is) nuclear Auger process, the hyperon comes to the lowest (Is) nucleai 
(22) 
shell model orbit ^  -^ i.e. the ground state from where it decays through 
the weak processes. 
4.3.1, WeaJc hypernuclear decays 
These are described by the following decay modes 
(1) MESONIC DECAYS 
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r (IT ) : A ^ p + n- + 38 MeV - ( B/. -B ) m ^ -^  p^ 
r ( n°) : A ^ n + n-° + 41 MeV -(B^ -B ) 
(2) NON-MESONIC DECAYS 
r^ jjj(p) : A + p ^ n +p +177 MeV -(B^ +Bp) 
r (n) : ^  + n -> n +n +176 MeV -( B^v +B ) , 
nm /^  n 
where B. is the binding energy for the baryon b 
The schematic representation for the mesonic and non-mesonic decays hai 
been shown in figure C8). 
C31!) 
Cheston and Prlmakoff were the first who conceived the importance oi 
studying the decay modes of hypernuclei . They stressed that the frei 
space decay mode, ^ -> ^ n, would be stopped inside a hypernucleus due ti 
the nuclear effects. Therefore, they pointed out that the two hadron ^ N -
(31) NN mode is more important . Based on their arguments a series o 
experiments (emulsion and bubble chamber) were performed to measure th( 
ratio r / r They have also plotted it as a function of A , (shown ii 
nm " 
figure C9)3, indicating that 
C ^ « / r„->^^^ = 100 -200 for 40 < A (1) 
nm 11 
The total decay rate is the sum of the four partial decay rates : 
r^  . , ( A Z ) = 1/T = r (rr) + r (P) + r (n) ,^ , 
total ^ A / m nm nm (2) 
The ratio of mesonic and non-mesonic decay rate varies with thf 
hypernuclear mass . For the light hypernuclei e.g. A :: 3,4 the mesonic 
decay modes are favoured, where as for the heavier hypernuclei the 
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non-mesonic decay modes dominates . The predominance of the non-mesoni 
decay rates at large A has been shown in figure C93 is due to th 
following. 
(1) The increased binding energy of the lambda in heavier hypernucle 
sharply restricts the phase space available to the mesonic decays . 
(2) The heavier nuclei have fewer available states for the slowl' 
recoiling nucleon from the mesonic decay (Pauli blocking). 
(3) The increased nuclear density of the heavier hypernuclei incraeses thi 
overlap of the lambda-nucleon wave functions and , therefore,increasini 
thr non-mesonic rate. 
(33') 
The BNL group the measurement of the mean life time T , for the wea 
12 decay of ^ C . They used the strangeness exchange reaction (SEX reaction 
- 12 12 -R 4- C — > ^ + IT for hypernuclear production and tagging .The spectrui 
has been shown in figure CIO). It is clear from the spectrum that the threi 
hypernuclear states were observed in coincidence with the energetic protoi 
from the non-mesonic decay : the hypernuclear states and two grount 
states. The explanations were that the ground state (region 1 ) has th< 
particle shell model configuration sC^); P7 .and is bound by 11 MeV 
(n) 
The first excited state (region 3) is bound ^ ^ + low energy proton 
The third state ( region 3) is bound by lOMeV and having the configuratioi 
/A\ ~1/ \ (36) 
s C^) , s (n) ^  : 
The lifetime was measured by ascertaining the hypernuclear production tim( 
(t ) , and hypernuclear decay time (t,) for every individual event and thf 
difference (t,- tp) , The results have been shown in table C6). Th( 
mesonic decay rates are near zero, therefore, the reaction '^  4- P •* n + i 
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and ^ + n-» n + n, dominates. It was found that the neutron and proton 
stimulated decays are equaly important. 
TABLE - 6 
HYPERNUCLEAR LIFETIME RESULTS 
STATES 
1 
2 
3 
HYPERNUCLEUS 
12 ^ 
1^ R A ^ 
^ z 
A ^ 
LIFETIME(T) 
211 ± 31 PS 
192 ± 22 PS 
201 ± 30 PS 
^total /^A 
1.25 ± 0.18 
1.37 ± 0.16 
1.31 ± 0.20 
(37) Bsndo et.al have suggested about-10% depletion in the occupied nucleon 
orbits, which they proposed was due to NN short range and tensor 
correlations, leading to a saturation of the suppression of the ir-mesonic 
decay, consistent with the emulsion data. 
Rurihara et.al have suggested that the repulsive core of ^ H 
interaction, continues in the ^ - nucleus potential, particularly in very 
light hypernuclei, and makes the ^ -wavefunction sizeably different from 
the nucleon ones, which in turn reduces the suppression of ir-mesonic 
C39') decay. However Oset et.al. ^  have found an enhancement of the ir-mseonic 
decay, after incorporating the renorroalization of the pion propagator in 
the nuclear medium within the framework of treating the ir-mesonic and one 
pion exchange non-mesonic decay processes. 
C40 41) 1 ? 11 
At BNL, Barnes et.al^ ' "^measured the partial decay rates of ^ C, ^ B, 
5 
/^ H^e, and an unknown species , Their data were consistent with the older 
dbld ori V / r ^ but inconsistent with the data on r 
nm nm niti IT 
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Barnes quotes : 
r / r. = 
IT ^ 
r 0.16 + 0.34 
- 0.21 
0.06 + 0.8 
- 0.05 
for X^e 
12 for ji^ C^ 
^.- / ^A 
r 0.43 + 
; 
0.10 
0.05 + 0.06 
- 0.03 
for XHe 
12 for X C 
To show the consistency we compare Barne's data with the prediction of 
(42") Michigan State University (HSU) pion potential^ or with' undistortec 
plane wave (PW) for the pion , 
r„ / r^ 
IT 
' 0.15 (MSU) , 0.09 (PW) for ^He 
0.17 (MSU) , 0.08 (PW) for )^C 
^iT- / ^ A 
'0.32 (MSU) , 0.18 (PW) for ^He 
0.13 (MSU) , 0.06 (PW) for ) ^ C 
In very light hypernuclear decays, the final nuclear states, most of the 
time comprise of the continum states and a few (if any) bound states e.g. 
4 4 - 3 -
pion decay of /v^H leading to He + n- (914 events), H + p + IT (301 eventfj 
),d + d + iT (12 events), etc., where only the first channel involves the 
discrete or definite pion energy. Therefore, it can be said that 
three-body final states is highly desirable. The confirmation of this 
(44) 
comes from the reporting of Bohm et.al., . where the experimental 
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observations for the decay of /^ He were : 
5 H e . He . p^n- <1012 events) 
3 
-» He + d + n (12 events) 
3 
- • H + p + p + n ( 1 event) 
3 
•> He + n + p + n ( no ) 
•*d + d + p + rr ( no ) 
Therefore, in the framework of Kapur-Peierls method , a realistii 
treatment including the continuum three-body final states has beei 
performed for the 3-body decay mode thus, _ 
^ H e -> ^He + N + IT , 
4 
•> He + N + IT , or in general 
^ A-I7, + N + IT 
It has been found out that this method successfully applies to lighf^ • 
and ^"^ -hypernuclear pionic decay. The calculated peaks reflect the lov 
5 
lying sharp resonances in the ^He + p and a + p unbound states. 
respectively . They have got a discrete peak at pion kinetic energy T -
32.7 HeV in r^( ^ H e ) and a sharp peak at T^- 36.2 MeV in r^(AHe ) Th( 
pion spectrum from the weak decay of /wHe has been found out to be almost 
monoenergetic. This can be utilized to identify light double -^  
u 1 A ^- (46) 
hypernuclear productions 
(^•7) The recent measurements imply that the lifetime of heavy hypernuclei 
are of the same order of magnitude as free T ^ .-
i.e. r + r + r - r. , (3) 
IT IT n m /^  ' ^ -^  
which is clear from figure Cll). 
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Therefore, the combination of equation (3) and (1) leads 
phenomenological indication as 
r^ - (^  Z f^^ / r^ :. 1/ 100 - 1/200 for 
_,40 < A < 100 (4) 
A PW It has been found out that for no distortion case . •"„ ( A^ ^  decrease 
very fast with A as a direct consquence of the Pauli blocking, and th 
-4 (48> 
rate becomes even smaller than 10 r^ for A > 100 ^ -^  . Since th 
PW PW 
relation To = 2 r^ o holds apporoximately, therefore, this implies fo 
rr decay 
.PW , ^  . .„-4 r„( A 2 ) / r^ < 10 ^  for 100 < A 
The experiment of equation (4) indicates the suppression of ir-decay i 
A PW hypernuclei but not as strong as this plane - wave estimates r ( ^Z) 
For the rr decay , the Coulomb distortion alone gives rise to a grea 
enchancement ( IT Coulomb ), which is further enlarged by the stroni 
interaction effect . This gives for heavier hypernuclei : r (. /\Z.) /T 
- (0.5 - 1.0 ) X 10"^ for 40 < A 
Thr predication is in fair agreement with experimental indication o 
equation (4). 
Motoba et.al. studied the IT mesonic decay of p-shell and sd-shel 
hypernuclei, where they employed the shell model wavefunctions with thi 
density dependent Hartee-Fock function. They found the summed decay ( r 
s 
r^o-4 r^-) rate of IT and IT decreases with the mass and each decay rate 
r^oF^-) shows a nontrivial and characterstic variation with A whicl 
reflects the shell structure effects. They have noticed a stronj 
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9 9 
transition strength e.g. rr decay of ^  Li , rr decay of f^a, and n- decay o 
12 j^^ Q. Further, they predicted in «T decay , a large - assymetric pioi 
R — R 
angular pattern from the polarized hypernuclei viz /y Li ( 1 ) , ^Be i 
- 9 l"" 1 ),X Be (| ) . 
The assymetry aries from the interference between the parity - conserving 
and parity- violating interactions, reflecting the structure of thi 
parents and daughter nuclear states. 
It is predicted that the inr° / n ratio peaks periodically (exceeding 2) a-
A = 22 ( for even Z) , reflecting the four body correlation . This is ? 
remarkable result due to the fact that the A I =1/2 rule realized in thi 
elementary decay interaction ( n -> N + IT) leads to the ratio 0.5 , i1 
there is no shell structure effect 
The gamma ray transitions can be grouped into two classes, relying th< 
role of the ^  :^^^^ 
(1) CORE TRANSITIONS :- In this type the gamma ray transition joins cor« 
states , and the ^ plays the role of a by-stander, however , the presence 
of ^ perturbs the core states . 
(2) SPIN-FLIP DOUBLET TRANSITIONS :- These are M - 1 transitions joining 
the member of the hypernuclear doublets built on a core state. In this 
type the ^ - spin is flipped with respect to the core spin. 
Both types of transitions have been observed in the experiments . The 
perception of hypernuclear Y rays is a method of determining the spir 
(52") dependance of ^ - nucleon interaction . As it is well known that the 
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hypernucleus are formed using the strangeness exchange reaction on ? 
nuclear target forming a hypernucleus in an excited state : 
K"+ ^Z-^ ^Z*4- IT" 
53-55) The first hypernuclear gamma ray spectra were observed at CERN Usinf 
6 7 9 
reaction of the R mesons an Li , Li, and Be targets. 
The ^ H, % We and ^ Li /- transitions were indentified through th« 
detection of n" and n° mesons accompanying the two-body hypernucleai 
decays 
1 H* . ^  . * K 
L 4„ ^ „- E„ = 53 MeV 
*-•• H e + TT , TT 
^ He* -* }' + A He 
1_^  ^ He + rr , ^ rr = 57 MeV 
8 T .* 8 T • /v^  Li -> r + A Li 
L'-* Be + IT , Ej^  :^  44 HeV 
The CEFN group ^ assigned the ( 1.05 ± 0.04) MeV r - ray to the 1 -> 
O"*" transitions in ^ H , the (1.15 ± 0.04) MeV r - ray to the l"*" -> O"^  
4 
transition in ^ He, and ( 1.22 ± 0.04) MeV r - ray was tentatively 
— — ft 
identified as 1 ->• 1 transition in ^Li hypernucleus . 
It h8s been found that the j'-ray transition occurs only in 
'^-hypernuclei.The particle stable excited states are those in which the ^ 
is in s-state and the nuclear core is in its ground state or excited 
states. The states of the core give rise to doublets with small 
spin-dependant splittings ( as shown in figure C12 ). It has been found 
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out thst the perception of y - rsy transitions between core excited state 
shows that the inter-doublet spacing closely follows the excitation energ 
of the core states . The spin dependence of the ^ - interaction i 
measured by the doublet splittings . The splitting in general decreases ii 
magnitude if one goes from lighter to heavier system . 
In general the hypernucleus decays by r emission most of the times com 
before the weak decay . Since the electromagnetic life-time of the stat 
varies inversely as the cube of the transition energy , therefore , fo 
small splitting the weak decay of the ^ strives with the electromagnetic 
decay of the state. 
Bagget et.al. reported the radiative decay mode of '^  -> p IT y. From thi 
72 radiative ^ decays with stopping pion and proton , they have obtainet 
the branching ratio : 
r ( A ^  „~ J, ^  P*^ < 95 MeV/c) / r ( A ^ P „- ) 
" -3 
= (1.32 ± 0.22 ) X 10 , 
which was in good agreement with the theoretical predictions . 
SPIN DEPENDENCE : Gal et.al. "^^^-^  have analysed the interaction of the 
^1/2 ^ ~ psrticle with the p nucleons . They considered the four two-bod^ 
spin terms in their analysis . However , out of these four only three 
depend on ^  - spin : 
(1) the spin - spin term ( A ) 
(2) the spin - orbit term < S/^  ) 
(3) the tensor term ( T ) 
For the case where ^ is in p - orbit there is a one-body spin-orbit 
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interaction a^. 1^ charaterized by the energy splitting e between P^ 
and Po/9 • They found e to be directly associated to the two-boi 
spin-orbit term S/^ =^ O/^. IAM" 'K^A 
SPIN - SPIN INTERACTION : As we have mentioned earlier that Piekarz et.a 
identified the origin of r - rays from the target as arising from mass 
hypernuclear system by recording the r - rays in coincidence with tl 
pionic decay modes of these hypernuolei which has been schematically shoi 
here m figure C13J: 
E ( ^  H ) = B ( ^  H ) - B ( ^  H* )= 1.04 ± 0.004 MeV 
E^ ( ^  He ) = B ( ^  He ) - B ( ^  He* ) = 1.15 ± 0.04 MeV 
Later their results were confirmed at Brookhaven where May et.al 
observed a 1.1 MeV ?- - J, Li — • ^H + ^He , ^ ^^^^^ = 3.94 MeV ray pea 
following fission of ^Li : ^ Li+ ^H+ ^He , E^^^^^ = 3.94 MeV. 
The ground state spin for mass 4 hypernuclei is known from the analysis o 
the decay of hypernucleus in emulsion . Therefore, it appeared to them a 
(' R 1 if there is an attractive spin-spin force. However, Gibson et.al.' 
from the calculations of the spin-spin interaction in hypernuclei whic 
was based on the free ^ - nucleon system , obtained the interaction ten 
with an opposite sign . Therefore, it can be said that the interpretatioi 
of the splitting in mass 4 is not transparent i.e. it still requires man^ , 
more experimental observations . 
SPIN - ORBIT INTERACTIONS : Bruckner et.al.'^^^^ were the first wh< 
reported the ^ N spin - orbit interaction to be very small. However , th^ 
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/pox 
most acceptable values to date is from Brookhaven , where thi 
13 13 
specimen was ^ C. They took ^ C interactions into account due to thi 
12 
singlet nature of the ground state of the C core. In figure C14>, thi 
13 - -
spectrum of the hypernuclear states observed in ^C using ( K , IT 
13 12 
reaction has been shown where the threshold for /^P •* ^ + C is at 11.6' 
± 0.12 MeV excitation^^^^ 
The peak 2 and 3 in figure C143 are the only excited bound states , 
Peak 2 lies at 4.4 ± 0.3 MeV excitation . The interpretation of this peal 
12 IS as a core excited state ; the C is in its 4.44 MeV excited states am 
^ is bound to the core in an s-state . The peak labelled 3 has dominan 
12 
composition ( P. ,p)^ with the C core in its ground state . Anothe 
spectrum taken at 15 , which results in the momentum transfer near thi 
maximum of the L = 2 transition amplitude , and an another state wit 
dominant composition ( Po/o ) / \ with the C in its ground state . Th 
difference in energy of these two states determines the ^ - nucleus spin 
orbit interaction : 
^P ^ ^ ^ ^1/2 ^^ " ^  ^ ^3/2 ^^ = 0.36 ± 0.3 MeV 
The splittings of these two states is entirely due to the spin - orbi 
interactions . 
(2) HYPEBNUCLEAR GAMMA BAYS DUE TO LAMBDA SPIN FLIP : 
( 52) May et.al observed the ?'-r8ys due to ^ spin flip, which the 
argued to be a direct source of measurement of the spin-dependence of th 
^ - nucleon interaction . Their specimens were /^ and /^ 0. They observe' 
the gamma ray transtion between the first excited stata and the groun 
state of the hypernucleus . For /^ B , the transition energy 6 is due t 
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the interaction a P3/2 neutrons hole ( P3/2 M ) with the s-,2 ^ particle < 
s. ,„ ^  ). 6 is a function of spin - orbit ( S. ,p ) , spin - spin (A 
and tensor ( T) interactions and is 2/3 A + 4/3 S/^  + 8/5 T C shown li 
1 R 
figure Cl5a). For /\fl, the transition energy 6' is due to the interactioi 
of the ?^.^ neutron hole ( Pi,2~l^ "^^^ ^^^ ^1/2 ^  Particle ( S^-2^ ^ 
The transition energy 6' . - -1/3 A + 4/3 S + 8 T C shown in figure C15b ). 
It has been suggested that due to the large coefficient of T , the ^ — 
1 R 
nucleon tensor interaction , may make a dominant contribution to the f^ 
doublet splliting . However , Bruckner et.al. have estimated the ' 
(15 
spin - orbit parameter S^ to be small and negative . Millener t. al. 
have estimated T to be small and positive . For the value of A thei 
estimation is + 0.4 < A < 0.64 MeV.'^ '^^ "^ '^ ^ 
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A Sin^ l^e Particle Slates 
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Figure 1: Experimental binding energies (dots, crosses, squares) 
for s,p,d,f single particle states of the A as a 
function of A"^/^ (8) 
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r^ -- i.ifm 
r^'-I.^Sfm 
A 
r2/3 
.-2/3 Figure 2: The binding energies BA versus h"^^, The 
two curves are fitted to the values of B 
for the indicated values of r , inorder to 
correspond to a kinetic energy given by 
an infinitely deep square well of radius 
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against K for the total p scattering 
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fit linear in I^  . 
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NONLEPTONIC WEAK INTERACTIONS 
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n 
Figure 8: Quark diagrams for nonleptonic 
weak lambda interaction processes 
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of the Ahypernuclei formed by coupling the 
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13. F igu re 14: The e x c i t a t i o n energy of C observed in 
the ^^C {iC^iT) 
py. = 800 MeV/c. 
{iCtiT) -^ "^ C r e a c t i o n , wi th 
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P|/2^S,/2^ 
16. 
2/3A + % S ^ + % T 8'« - V j A + ^ S + BT 
10. Figure 15a,b) The ground s t a t e doublets in B and 
0 . iKe d o u b l e t - s p l i t t i n g s are 
Lven in given in terms of the spin-dependent 
components of the -nucleon i n t e r ac t i on . 
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Chagter-5 
^_N_interaction_ 
Introduction : 
Theoretically the ^ - N intercations .^re studied through j 
phenomenologi<?al analysis of the available data .Herndon and Tang made j 
detailed analysis of s- shell hypernuclei , using phenomenological hare 
core two - body ^N central potential constructed with ^p scattering data , 
A good fit to B^ for ^H , A^ > and ^He was obtained . The ^ He was founc 
to be overbound by about 2.0MeV. 
5 
The problem of overbinding of X He could not be resolved by the inclusion 
of central and non-central three-body ^MN force. The inclusion ol 
realistic NN interaction characterized by a tensor force in the analysis 
of Bando and Shimodaya *^^could reduce the overbinding of ^e by about 
half. Shinmura et.al.^ -^considered '^ N tensor force with a M tensor forct 
5 (4) 
and found a good fit to the By>^  of ^He. Bodmer et.al^ with a centra. 
Urbana type ^^ interaction , consistent with ^-l^ scattering analysed the 
3 5 9 13 A binding energy of hypernuclei /^We , \Ue , ^ B , ^^ and ^ - binding tc 
infinite nuclear matter . It was concluded that a repulsive Wigner type 
three-body '^ H^ force with the ^^N potential is tjuite adequate to explair 
the overbinding of /^e . The detailed account of this analysis is given ir 
the subsection 5.3. 
Bedjidian et.al. found a weak spin dependence of the bare two-body ^-¥ 
interaction. Boussy etal^ "^ also found a weak spin - dependence in the ^N -
143 
force of 6 - function form , based on the analysis of the spectroscop's 
data in the s-,d- and p- shell hypernuclei. 
('7) 
Gsl et.al: made an analysis of p-shell hypernuclei within the uniforn 
shell model framework using the intermediate coupled wavefunctions oi 
Soper for the core - nuclei . It was found that a central two- body ^ -
N potential is unable to give a satisfactory account of the data. 
Therefore , it was assumed that a non-central ^N and three- body '^ Mt 
forces are present. 
Mujib etal. made an analysis of p-shell hypernuclei . A charge 
independent , central , strong spin-and state- dependent '^ N potential 
gives a satisfactory fit to the B^ ,^ data of p-shell hypernuclei,^ He and ^ 
- binding to infinite nuclear matter , subsequently, Shoeb and Khan 
found that a charge independent , central , weakly spin and state 
-dependent effective two-body '^N potential along with a zero range three 
- body ^W force is adequate to explain the B/^  data. 
Straub etal have , studied the hyperon-nucleon scattering in the 
non-relativistic quark cluster model, where the medium and long range part 
of the hyperon-nucleon interaction is described by the one - boson 
exchange and the short range part of the interaction by the gluon exchange 
between the quarks. However , the model is yet to take its final form. 
Meson theoretical model has been widely studied and developed by Nijmegen 
(11 17) group '. This model is based on the well known model of Mucleon-Nucleon 
interaction in One-Boson exchange potential. 
In the following we shall discuss a few of these models in some detail. 
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5.1 Model of Gal , Soper and Dalltz 
The information about the nuclear interaction of the ^ particle comef 
from the studies of ^ binding energies B^ , many of which are now knowr 
with considerable accuracy .The ^ hypernuclei with mass number A ^ I 
areknown as s-shell hypernuclei and with the mass number 6 '^ A ^ 17 ar^ 
known as p-shell hypernuclei.The s.shell B^ values were well-fitted Witt 
a significant degree of spin dependence, with the notations U and U, foi 
1 3 the S , and S. ^^ potential depths, the two potentials have beer 
o 1 
assumed to have the same shape and range and it was found out that Us > IJi 
{rr-- 0.83 ± 0.02 ) . The values of the scattering parameters from these 
Us 
were : 
singlet scattering length a = -2.25 ± 0.4 fm 
triplet '• " a^ = -0.77 ± 0.06 fm 
Singlet effective range r^ = 2.1 ± 0.1 fm 
triplet " " r. = 3.5 ± 0.2 fm. 
Later these parameters were determined through the '^  - N scattering 
experiments which we have discussed in Chapter - 4. 
Gal etal. made an extensive analysis of ^ binding energy of p-shel] 
hypernuclei within the shell model framework using the intermediate 
coupled wavefunction . The main assumption were that of uniforn 
single-particle wavefunction for the ^ particle and the nucleons , in the 
different nuclei throughout the p-shell . The core of the hypernucleus was 
considered to be rigid one i.e. the presence of the ^ does not polarize 
the core. 
This in turn enables to have a relevant '^-nucleon matrix element to be 
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parametrized in terms of relatively small number of reduced '^ -N matrix 
(7) 
elements . On the basis of the calculation Gal etal: concluded that a 
simple assumption of a central two-body ^-n'ucleon force is not adequate 
to explain the experimental B^ data. Therefore , the inclusion of the 
non-central ^ and three -body '^N forces in the analysis was considered 
to be essential . The variation of ^ - wave function through the p-shell , 
the centre of mass effect on the core polarisation were neglected 
throughout the calculation . It was concluded that the fit depends less on 
the strengths arising from the ( '^ N) spin-orbit and ( ^NN) three-body 
interaction and requires a little mixing of the nuclear core states into 
p 
the hypernuclear wave - function leaving only ^Li . 
The fits were performed with some or all of the five p S/>^  two-body matrix 
elements as parameters plus a single parameter characterizing a three-body 
'^ NN interaction which was assumed to be independent of u^ . A wide variety 
of minima corresponding to different parameter sets were found . This was 
an indication of the limitation of the data set cosisting only of the 
ground state spins. 
(12) Dalitz etal. considered the formation of low-lying 
excited state in p-shell hypernuclei ( P S/y configuration ) via ( K , n ) 
reactions and the subsequent r-decays of these levels . The conclusion was 
that the most direct information on the spin dependence of the ^N 
effective interaction would come from the identification of s-. doublets 
based on core state with nonzero spin , and the doublet splitting depend 
mainly on combinations of three of the four-spin dependant ^B matrix 
elements -A from the central spin -spin interaction , S/^^ from the ^-spirT 
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dependant spin-orbit interaction , and T from the tensor interaction 
( 19 ^  Millener et. al. based in a '^ N potential model and a 
phenomenological analysis of hypernuclear data, determined a set of four 
P S^ two-body matrix elements which characterises the spin dependence of 
the ^1 interaction in the p-shell. 
(7 19) We are mentioning the work of Gal etal. ' in some dtail. 
As it has been mentioned in Chapter - 1 one-pion exchange between ^ and N 
is forbidden due to the charge independence violation at ^^AT vertex 
(figure 11, Chapter 1) . Therefore , it is expected that the range of the 
^ force is shorter than the NN interaction. Two pion exchange (fig 12. 
Chap I ) and higher exchange is allowed and in particular some of the 
multipion resonances are expected to contribute to the '^N interaction 
Isoscalar non - strange bosons, such a s r j ( 0 ) , M ( l ) , o- (0) etc. 
— ^ -
have been used in the Gal et.al. calculations. The K ( 0 ) and R (0 ) 
exchange does not contribute to the HN interaction , however,it does in 
the case of ^ interaction (figl2. Chapter - 1) 
The two pion exchange , K-exchange and n -exchange contributes to the ^N 
interaction . 
A tensor force is not expected to show up strongly in the ^ and N 
system,since p and rr exchanges are forbidden due to charge independence. 
The effective '^^Ao vertex for tensor interaction is nearly equal to zero. 
Exchanges of r?,K, and K give rise to a weak tensor component due to the 
medium and small values for the coupling constants . A strong component of 
spin-orbit force is expected from the exchanges of to-, R-,R - and u -
mesons, where R exchange contributes only to a symmetric force [( S^iy- S^) 
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I^„] force and K exchange give rise to a significant antisymmetric force 
[ ( ?^ - t^ ) .t^ „ ] fo jrce. 
The following coupling amplitudes ( ^DDM^ ^^^ used in the Gal's 
calculations . These have been expressed in terms of the VNN coupling 
amplitude G. 
^ !EV~ l ~ f ) G / y 3 , Gy^y _ ^jjp 
Gj,j^^^, = ( 4 f-1 ) G /y 3 , ^^S - - 2 ( l-f)G/-n 
"^ANK = -( 1+ 2f) G/y 3 , G^ j^ j^  = (l-2f)G , 
where f = (F+D) 
5.1.1 Pseudoscalar Meson Exchange 
_The major contribution to the potential is from rr and K exchanges. The 
major term in these OBE potential is the tensor component. 
V"" = C^  r m^ 1^  ( S^ .; 5 ; - i S^ . i5 ) h(mr), 
where h(x) denotes the function 
h(x) = ( 1 + - + ^ ) -^— 
x 2 X 
For T) exchange , m denotes the mass m as 
7 
"l -- '-^ %m ^ "" = { - 2(i-f) (4f-i) /3 } ^ 
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For K exchange , m denotes the mass v o /u u \2 
and C^ = - P/\^ { ( 1+ 2f)^ /d ) c/ / 4n 
The R - exchange tensor force gives much the stronger contribution but due 
T 
to the small range parameter the even V appears relatively ineffective ir 
the p-shell hypernuclei P^ ,^ is the space -exchange operator which has the 
property 
' V ( r^, r^y = v' ( r^ ,r^. 
r^  and r^  and the position coordinate of nucleon and ^ particle 
5.1.2 Scalar Meson Exchange 
For o energy gives a strong diagonal term in the ^N channel which is the 
nriajor part of the attraction in the '^ H potential. 
For given mass m , the magnitude of G , the coupling constant between ^W 
and the 1 = 1 member of the scalar octet , is determined for given f bj 
the central part of the '^bl potential. 
,c K r A^Acr S N U 1 m y (m r ), 
where Y (x) - e /x 
This a -exchange also generates a spin -orbit potential of the form , 
y _ r,JO „3 ^ ± ± 
a~-^a K [ ^A ^ "H ] . t g (m^ r) , 
4MA 4M^ 
'A N 
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where m denotes the tr-mass, and 
g(x) = ( 1 + ^ ) ^ 
X ' 2 
X 
( 2( 1-f^ ) (l-4f^  ) /3 I _ ^ pSO 
•'ci . ^ „ , . 
4lT 
In terms of the symmetric and antisymmetric the spin-orbit potential 
t 
y..O ^ .^ 
^ 4 M X 4MjJ ^ " 
where ?^ ^^  = 1 ( a^ ± a^ ) 
For K exchange , the spin-orbit potential takes the symmetrical form 
3 
,,so _ pso m ^ + t /^. \ 
^\ r. - C,.„ ^w w SA., . L g(mr), 
where 
m = I m (K^)"^ - ( M^ - Mj^  ) " I , and 
pSO _ p 
*- J An 
5.1.3 Vector Meson Exchange 
The spin-orbit potential generated by the electric couplings is of the 
form g g 
„so ( ^ J,. . r ^m^A ^^AA^ ^ m^ ^ / N / M„ a. 
V ( E-E) - Tj^ 2 — "^S (mr) j » ^ , 
" l 41T J 2M'' t 2MA 
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M 
1 e 
where g ( x ) = ( 1 + - ) 
- X 
X ' 2 
X 
G L = 3 G^ NNw P 
( ^ p )2 = ( 0 . 6 - 0 . 7 ) 
4rT 
M - " A = ^N 
The s p i n - o r b i t exchange f o r c e due t o R exchange : 
— m 
8MA«N 
*^  '^ N'^ R* ^ ''^^MAB'* ) 'N^R 
4ir 
_i; N_ j ' (—3- ) mg (mr) S^^ . L 
where m = in( R ) 
m - y * 2 /u u \2 
Gj^ A K* = -y 3 G E 
M . 3 / 3 G, 
1.51 
G « 
^n ^ 4,65 
G ^ 
P 
5.1.4 For co-exchange 
VL -- - fmc. ^-^ ] "AM^^ [ ^ A -r -« . r - I 5^ . 5^ j 
4- ^ 4H2 
m h(nir) 
H2 
where h(x) = ( 1 + | + ^ ) ^  , M^ = M^  := M and m = m*= m^ 
X 
M This expression vanishes due to G/v* - o . 
There is also a tensor component in the R -exchange potential : 
vi* =p^ « i j ^ ' ' \ ' y [^N-^A-^-i.,.^,] 
'^^  16M 2 
3 
—-o— h (mr) , 
where m = in( K ) 
m = y * 2 
"> - (MA - Mj^  ) 
"A = Mj^  = M 
This tensor interaction has about the same strength as SU (3) predicts for 
the K-exchange tensor interaction but a much shorter range parameter , 
therefore, it is expected that it will contribute a little in the p-shell 
hypernuclei. 
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5,1.5 Ih2_6t!!i-.iDt£C21£li.2D ' The diagram lO/) corresponds to two-pion 
-exchange hypernuclear '^ N^ interaction potential , where the two pion are 
exchanged between the '^particle and the different nucleons in the 
nucleus. 
The intermediate hyperonic state has been represented by a blob in the fig 
* 
lb) which can be a E resonances .The first such resonance is a rr ^ 
resonance E (1385). 
p3/2 
In fig lb), each nucleon is localised with a distance of h/m^ c^ * 1.4 fm 
from the ^. 
The ^ NN interaction is expressed in momentum space as 
V ( ^ N. 3 C T 
„ 4 6 4n \i 
T, ->-> -»-> -> -> ,-> -> •3 3 -> d pd qor^.pd^. qp.qgip.<r^-f/v) 
? ? ? ? 
(P +M )(q +M ) 
e ^^ • < ^1 - ^A > 
where M is two pion mass and (1) 
C - H: 
p en^^z 4.T I "Z " A I 4M_ M- J ~J^ ^ ^ 
6TT^ O 
r OO fTo (k) A 
^^  -I 2 [ 
where &„ (k) denotes the Po/o cross-section for ir^y scattering. 
In coordinate space , 
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( ^2 • ^ A y < >« rA2> ^ 3 ^ AZ '^  ^ "^ A^Z^  ^  I 
-X 
Q 
where y (x) - X 
h (X) = r i + 3+ 3 ] e_ 
I X ^2 J X 
-> -> 
^AN = < ^ A • ^ AH \ • ^ AN - I ^A • "N -^
Physically,the inclusion of the two-pion exchange ^ NH force in a 
realistic ^ - nuclear calculation is significant because this force senses 
regions of the ^ N configuration which are almost - asymptotic for any twc 
- body ^ N interaction. 
The_coefficients for the Central_Terms . 
The central ^ N force gives rise to two spatial matrix elements V. and V . 
t s 
V, corresponds to the triplet and V to singlet ^ N configurations . 
( 3 V^ + V^ ) - ( V^ - V^ ) ^ /, . "^ j^  = ^ - txt^ . \ , 
V = spin average matrix element 
where A - spin dependence of the central forces S = -^  cr 
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(7) 
Gal etal.h8ve found the effective central ^ N interactions in the singlet 
and triplet states to be of comparable magnitude . Therefore, the ratio of 
A 
is very small. This in turn implies that the effect of A is almost 
V 
negligible in determining the binding energies of hypernuclei. The value 
of C = 1.43 MeV. 
P 
If The_Coefficient_for_Noncentral_ terms K, T? , and R 
contributes maximum to the tensor term T. The value of f = 0.4 for the 
2 
pseudoscalar meson coupling with baryon , with G.,„ / 4TT = 14.5 , as 
9 cut of radius d = 0.4fm in the ^  N interaction.For R exchange, the 
u n 
coupling constant - ( GA^JJ^*) /^" ~ 15 with d = 0.4 fm. 
The following are the estimations for T(R) , T(7?) and T(R*) , 
T (R) T(r?) T(R*) 
+ 0.120 -0.021 -0.050 MeV = + 0.049 MeV 
The contribution to spin-orbit terms S and S_ comes mainly from a> w anc 
R exchange . 
The coupling constant for a - meson is 
2 
G^NN a - ^'^° = 28 and f_ :: -0.5. 
4lT 4lT a 
The contribution of t r , R and w for the spin-orbit S term 
3f (o) S^ (R*) S^ (CO). 
(-0.11)-(-0.17) -0.108 -0.029 ^ (-0.25 )- (-0.31) MeV 
The contribution of or, R and w for the spin-orbit S-term 
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S_ (k) S_ (tr) S_ (w) 
+0.040 +0.029 +0.062 
The coefficient of the contribution of the termes A, S_ , T and S_ to the 
total B/y value has been tabulated in table 1 for p-shell hypernuclei. ] 
Nsgels et si . made a detailed analysis of '^  N forces using meson 
theoretical model . There are various models viz , A, B, C, D, E, F, and 
soft core ' ' . The basic idea of the model is the following : 
The well studied nucleon-nucleon system is taken in the One - boson 
exchange model . Assuming the SU (3) symmetry for coupling between the 
bsryons and the bosons , the nucleon-nucleon system is then generalized to 
hyperon- nucleon system . 
The results are fairly good to account for the properties of the 
Hyperon-Nucleon forces. There are two models (1) with hard core (2) with 
soft core . The spirit of Nijmegen group can be said to be an extension of 
the basic idea of Gal et.al . We are presenting here the chronological 
development of Nijmegen model. The analysis of nucleon - nucleon and 
hyperon-nucleon scattering with a one - boson- exchange potential model 
the NN results are obtained. The model was first evaluated in momentum 
space by solving the Lippmann - Schwinger equation , then by using Fourier 
transformation the potential model is obtained in configuration space . At 
first the model A (OBEP + TPEP model) was constructed , consisting of OBEP 
from the member of the pseudo-scalar and vector -meson nonets , and the 
Bruckner - Watson TPEP . Model A gave a reasonable account of the NN s 
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waves , but it failed to give a good quantitative description of the 
higher NH waves.To extend the NN calculations to YN channels Nagels et.al. 
included the SU(3) mesons in the study of pure OBEP models. The OBEP model 
was divided into two classes where the long-and medium -range forces were 
given by the sum of the pole contributions of the pseudo-scalar and vector 
-meson nonets. 
The classes differed in the treatment of the scalar mesons. In the 1st 
class the existence of only one unitary singlet scalar meson , called e 
was taken with a mass in the neighborhood of 700 MeV and a very large 
width. The models in the second class contained in addition an octet of 
scalar mesons. The first model in class I, called model B, have the pole 
parameter for e : m - 720 MeV , r = 400 MeV which gave a reasonable 
e e 
o 
description of NH with % / data = 5.9 for the data upto 330 MeV. In model 
C (falling in class II) the different pole parameters for the e were used 
with m^ = 670 MeV , r^ = 500 MeV, X^ / data - 4.0 . The results were 
better than the model B. 
In the further continuation of class I, the model D was developed by 
considering the following mesons. 
(a) The pseudoscalar meson nonet IT , 77, K and X^  with the singlet - octet 
mixing (T^ X^'^ ) angle from the Gell-Mann -Okubo mass formula , e = -10.4 
IT 
(b) The vector meson nonet p, ((>, K and w with ideal 4> -w mixing angle 
tan © = l/V^ . 
(c) The Scalar meson unitary singlet e . 
(d) The effects of large widths of the e and p meson were also included . 
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Then the model E was introduced . Model E differed from D in the respect 
that contributions of a nonet of scalar mesons were taken into account 
The results were about the same as from model D, 
A less favourable point of models D and E was that the breaking of SU(3) 
was not only kinematical via the physical masses of the particles but also 
slightly dynamical via different hard cores in channels which belong to 
the same irreducible representation of SU(3) e.g. S (pp) and S (S p) , 
which both belong to a ^  . Keeping these discrepancies into account an 
another model was required Therefore, the model F was introduced . It 
consists of local potentials due to exchange of member of the 
pseudoscalar, vector , and scalar -mesons nonets. 
SU(3) relations were assumed for the axial -vector couplings of the 
pseudoscalar mesons, for the eletric and magnetic couplings of the vector 
mesons, for the direct coupling of the scalar mesons , and for the 
hard-core radii. In the fit to NN the non-strange meson-nucleon coupling-
were determined. Simul-taneously,the YN analysis determined the F/D ratios 
and the SU(3) parameters of the scalar -mesons nonet . The M data were 
reasonably agreeable with the experimental data upto pion production 
threshold. 
The second phase of the Nijmegen model was started in 80s , where the soft 
- core baryon-baryon one-boson-exchange models "were introduced. 
(17) First of all,the Nucleon-Nucleon potential was obtained . Recently,the 
hyperon-nucleon potential has been reported . Since,we are discussing in 
our dissertation the hyperon-nucleon potential , therefore, we shall 
(17) discuss the soft - core model in detail . We are outlining here the 
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concept of getting the Nucleon-Nucleon potential 
An excellent fit of the NH data was obtained with the soft-core OBE model 
, based on Regge pole theory, where 13 parameters were used. 
Most of the parameters are the coupling constants mixing angles or F/(F+D) 
ratios. 
For the hyperon-nucleon potential the interaction are described by the 
(17) following exchange : 
(1) The pseudoscalar - meson nonet rr, ri,~n' ,K with the mixing angle & -
-23.0 from the Gell - Mann-Okubo mass formula 
(2) The vector-meson nonet p.(p , K , w with the (p -w idea mixing angle 
e = 37.56° . 
V 
(3) The scalar - meson nonet i3 , S , R, e with a free S - e mixing 
angle © 
s 
(4) The "diffractive" contribution from the Pomeron P, f,f' and A„ . 
To get the complete form of potential the following major steps are 
followed : 
(1) The OBE potentials are defined for the Lippman -Schwinger equation. 
(2) The OBE potential in momentum space for pseudoscalar vector , scalar, 
and diffractive exchanges are obtained . 
(3) Fourier transformation is used to have the OBE potentials in 
coordinate space. 
(4) The obtained potentials is then used to compare the YH data. 
We are mentioning in some detail the major steps to obtain the 
hyperon-nucleon potential. 
The considered hyperon-nucleon reaction are 
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Y (P^,s^) + N (P2, Sg) — > Y ( p^, s^) + N (Pg ,82) , 
where Y and Y' are particles 1 and 3 , and N and H ' are particles 2 and 4 
The four momentum of the particle i is 
P.= ( E., p.) , where E. = iT^ ~Z2 1 . . 1 1 1 p + M 
and M. is the mass 
The transition amplitude matrix M is related to the S matrix through 
<f |S|i> = <f|i> - i(2n)^ fi^ (P^ - P^) <f|M|i>, 
where P. = Pi+ Po s^nd P„ - p' + p^ represent the total four momentum 
for the intial state i> and the final state f>. 
Three - dimensional integral equations for the amplitudes <f|M|i> : 
Mj^ ( qj , q^;s) = Wj^( q^  , q^  ; s) + 
(ATI) n J 
Mni ( ti^  , q^  ; s) , 
where q. and q~ denote the initial -and final -state momenta, and 
. E. ( ^  ) + E, (t ) c ^ ^ ^ >."^  
G ( ^  ;s) = 4 —^ 1 ^ X 1 s-([E.(t) + E„(t) r + ie )[ 
° 2 E^ ( t ) E2 ( t ) I ^ 2 J 
with s = [ E^ ( P ) + E2 ( P ) ]^ . 
< f |W| i > is the pseudo-potential which corresponds to the pole 
approximation to the Feynman amplitudes for OBE with from factors at the 
baryon- baryon-meson (BBM) vertices . 
Using the T-matrix definition as 
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( f | T | i ) = [ 4 M34( Eg + E^) ] ^ / ^ < f | M | i > C 4Mi2( E^ + E 2 ) -1/2 
( where M12 =( M^+Hg) /2, Ma* = ^ ^ J' ^^ 
and with some trivial steps the following form of Lippman - Schwinge] 
equation is obtained . 
(3,4|T| 1,2) = (3,4|V| 1,2) + - i — . E f d^  k ( 3,4|V|n., n„) x 
(2iT)"^  n " ^ "^ 
^^ "1 ' "2 ( n. , n,|T| 1,2) 
q - k + 1 e 
n n 
w h e r e ( f | V | i ) = [ 4M34 (Eg + E^) l''^^^ < f | W | i > x 
[ 4Mi2 ( E^ + E2 ) 1 ^^^ 
The potential is then expanded as 
V = E V. ( ^  2, ^  2^  P 
i=l ^ ^ 
where 
h-- 1 
P3 f Sj . "S ) ( Sj . t ) - i C Sj . ffj ) ti 
P4 = I < " 1 -^  " 2 > • " 
p. -- ( ". . n ) ( a n ) 
Pg :: 2 '' ^  - •'2 ^  • '"' ' 
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2 2 2 
12 
2 2 2 
i n ^ r ( M . , - M v ^ T 1 \ 2 2 
p N Y I l / : t - ^ x Y ^ l ' J n r 
, - , 2 2 2 2 
1 , „ 2 -m r . - m ' ^ ^ ' ^ > ] ] p , 
(in t h e s e fo r i au l se m i s t h e a v e r a g e mass in t h e i s o s p i n m u l t i p l e t ) 
where 4>' ( r ) = ^ o - r - ( " ^ ) fdk .k ' ' j ^ ( k r ) ( k ^ ) " A(k? m^ , ^ " ) 
^ (m_ ( - m " ) " ) 2n^ ° 
4 ' (r) :^  -^ (- ^ ) Jdk.k^3 2(t^r)<l'^^)"x 
, 3 . 2vn .n . , . 6rr 
(-m (-m ) <;6 ( r ) ) 
4lT 
A ( k ^ , m^. ^^ ) 
(m (-m ) ) (2n r ) 
.2 .n . ,,.2 „2 ^2 
4lT 
(k" ' ) " A (k"' , m" , ^" ) 
2 
w i t h A (k? m^, ^^ ) = exp ( ^ ) / ( k" + m" ) 
j-l a r e t h e s p h e r i c a l B e s s e l f u n c t i o n of t h e f i r s t kind 
and k runs from 0 t o oO 
5.2.1. FjoLID-Pl^EleUS-^U^-^y-l^l The states of SU(3) irreducible 
representation for the "^ N channels have been tabulated in Table -1 . 
The S!J(3) symmetry is broken via the physical masses of the mesons am; 
bsryons. The SU(3) irreducible representation in the BB channels form the 
basis for the parametrizction of the short-range interaction with "hard 
cores". The role of the "hard cores" is taken over by the form factors. 
The behaviour of these form factors is controlled by ^ , the so called 
cutoff mass 
2 ,A2 
.X , t 2 2 A2X 1 - t /^ ' A ( k , m , '^  ) -^-yy 7y— e t 2 ^ 2 k + m 
where X = P , V , S , D 
pseudo scalar, vector, scalar, diffractive 
In case of ^\ , the two different form factors are used 
'symmetric '^27+8 . . '"'X (''N.I-- I > 
'-lO*. 8 , . tor 3s^ ( A » ; I = I ) 
symmetric 
Table 1 ; S3wave_from_f actors _mass_used_in_t-hi^ 
for ^ N_£5se_^ 
^S AN { 27 } + { ^symmetric ) A ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . = 820.0 MeV 
symmetric 
•'^ S. A N (10*} + { ^antisymmetric} ^io*+8 := 1270.5 MeV 
^ an-sym 
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Table 2 : Coupling constants for pseudoscalar and vector meson ''^exchanges 
M 
IT 
19 
•n' 
p 
4> 
w 
g 
f 
g 
g 
g 
f 
g 
f 
g 
A A M 
C S B 
C S B 
- 1 , 8 4 9 0 5 
4 .02537 
C S B 
C S B 
- 1 . 5 3 9 7 6 
- 3 . 0 9 5 4 2 
2 .00666 
Table 3 : Coupling constants for scalar meson and "diffractlve" Y = o 
exchange 
M ^ ^ M 
5 C S B 
S* -2.56308 
e 2.77698 
k2. C S B 
f -2.05561 
P 0 f 2.70161 
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Table 4 : Coupling constant F/CF+D:) ratios, mixing angles, etc , The 
values with an asterisk have been determined In the fit to the YN data. 
The other paran»ters are theoretical Input or determined by the fitted 
parameters and the constraint from the NN analysis. 
Heson; {1} {8} F/(F+D) angles 
Pseudoscalar 
Vector 
Scalar 
Diffractive 
f 
g 
f 
g 
g 
0.18455 
2.52934 
0.97982 
3.75548 
2.85507 
0.27204 
0.89147 
3.76255 
1.27734 
0.44372 
a^^ = 0.355* 
K --1-0 
a'" = 0.275* 
V 
a = 1.28555 
s 
a = 1.02267 
D 
e 
p 
e 
V 
& 
s 
^D 
- -23.00° 
= 37.50° 
= 40.895°* 
= 15..50°* 
Using the multichannel Schrodinger equation , and the form factors (table 
1), coupling constant , F/(F+D) ratios and mixing angles (table 2,3,4) the 
^ N data have been analysed .The data for the total cross-sections have 
been tabulated in Table 5 
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Table S: Comparison of the calculated and experimental values for the 12 ^ 
N data that were In eluded in the fit. The superscript RH and M denote, 
respectively , the Rehovoth-Heidelberg and Maryland data. The laboratory 
moments are MeV/c and the total cross sections in mb. 
A 
Ar 
-»Ap 
RH 
I 
exp 
X =1.0 
PA 
Ap yAp 
M 
r 
&xp 
X =2.6 
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:io 
230 
250 
290 
180±22 
130±17 
118±16 
101±12 
83±9 
57±9 
192.8 
138.8 
113.2 
96.4 
82.4 
60.8 
135 
165 
195 
225 
255 
300 
209±58 
177±38 
153±27 
111.0+18 
87.0±13 
46.0±11 
209.2 
163.6 
127.9 
100.4 
79.2 
56.6 
Recently jRoutroulos reported a phenoinenological relativistic analysis of 
the ground and excited state binding energies of a '^-particle in 
hypernuclei determined by recent ( IT ,K ) experiments by using various '^  
- nucleus potentials . 
The motion of the ^ - particle in hypernuclei was assumed to be described 
_by the Dirac equation : 
( C a-p + [3 M C^ + P IJe (r) + Uy (r) V = E V' , 
where the average '^nucleus potential is made up of an attractive 
component Us (r) and a repulsive component Uv (r). p is the ^^core reduced 
mass. The combinations of Ms. (r) and Uv (r) was used : 
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U+ (r) = Us (r) ± Uv (r) 
The potential parameters for the different potentials were as follows : 
(i) Square well potential : 
U^ = 30.57 MeV, U - 489..20 HeV , r = 1.05 fm 
(ii) Wood-Saxon potential 
U. - 29.5 MeV , U = 416.9 MeV , r = 1.153 fm 
a = 0.32 fm 
( where a is the diffuseness parameter ) 
(iii) Gaussian potential 
U = 33.6 MeV , U__ - 427 MeV , r = 1.27 fm 
(iv) Symmetrized Woods-Saxon potential 
U^  :: 29.9 HeV , U_ = 697.5 MeV , 
r = 1.178 fm , a = 0.31 fm 
o 
(V) U ± (r) = -U ± ( Cos h^  (r/B) )"''• 
U^ :: 39.7 MeV , U :^  201.6 MeV , r = 0.98 fm . 
t - 0 
With the help of potential parameters , the binding energies and the root 
mean square radius of the orbits of the ^ - particle in hypernuclei was 
obtained . The best results were obtained for the Woods-Saxon potential , 
where the binding energies were in good agreement with the experimental 
results. 
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5.3 Model of Bodmer et. al. 
To describe the overbinding problem of hypernuclei and ^ p scattering a 
(4) 
consistent description has been obtained by Bodmer et al by incorporating 
strongly repulsive Wigner-type '^ N^ forces . For nucleon with A > 5, a 
p-state ^ N interaction which is constant with ^ p scattering is also 
included. The effects of baryon structure are assumed to be of short range 
and the parametrised in the conventional way through repulsive cores and 
cutoff. 
The charge symmetric central ^ N potential is taken to be 
%-- 2^.-- ^ c- ^  -^ K^A- -^) T„2 , 
-2 
where T is the one-pion-exchange tensor shape with cutoff ( c = 2 fm ) 
2 
and T corresponds to a TPE mechanism C fig 2) V is a Woods-Saxon 
IT C 
repulsive core obtained from NN potential . 
The spin-average and spin-dependant strengths V, V are given as 
V= T V . ^ T ^+ |v . , . 4 singlet 4 triplet 
V = V - V 
o singlet triplet 
For A MM potential Bodmer etal took two types of ^ {,]{,] forces with 
Wigner-type potential. 
(1) Dispersive ^ i]^ forces V/y»,„ 
Two phenomenological forms are taken : 
Spin independent : V^ ^^ ^ = W T^ ^^ ^^  ( r^^) T^i r^^} 
Spin dependant : V^ ^^^- Y^^^i 1+ -^n^.{ n^+ a^ ) } 
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where V/y„., and V/y „„ are equivalent for spin sen core nuclei ( e.g. /\^^, 
9 DS 
/^e, D ) . Vy^ ,,„ is obtained by assuming the dispersive modifications act 
only for triplet ^ N states C shown in fig 3) 
(2) Two Pion Exchange ^ NN forces V^" 
The form is 
Cp [ 1+ (3cose-l) T^ (r^ /,) T„ ( T^A) ] y„ ( ^^A) y(r. 
where Y(r) is the OPE Yukawa funtion and Cos© = r./^. r^ /^  and C = 1-2 MeV. 
The two pion exchange ^ N N potential hss been shown in figure C4I> . 
The following are the conclusions of the results referred above : -
(1) The ^ scattering , the s-shell binding energies the well depth , and 
9 
yjlno ^ Be (representative of intermediate mass hypernu]ei ), can ail be 
fitted with ^ N plus ^^^ forces consistent with meson exchange models 
The ^ NH spin dependence reduces the spin dependence of the ^  N force by -
+ + 1/3 , and corresponding contributes ~ 1/3 to the 0 - 1 splitting of A -
4 . ^  N tensor forces due to kaon exchange gives at most only a small 
5 
reduction ( ^  4 MeV in the well depth D and ( 2. o • ^  MeV) in B. ( .He ) 
(2) The TPE ^ im forces V^", ) are not adequate for the overbinding of ) 
He .Therefore, for any value of C it is not possible to get an agreement 
with B^ (^ A^ e) . 
(3) The ^ He requires a strong repulsive ^ N N dispersive forces whos' 
strength does not depend on C 
To have the appropriate fitting of all the s-shell B^ ,the followinf 
constraints are considered : 
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The s p i n - i n d e p e n d e n t ( S I ) and s p i n - d e p e n d a n t (SD) ^ MN f o r c e s V/ywKi s""^ 
DS 
^AHM ^^® c o n s i d e r e d whose s o l u t i o n s a r e g iven by S I ( c ) and SD(c) 
•2 ,2rr 
respectively with c= 2 or 3 fm as the cutoff for V^ „,, . Therefore, 
there are four solutions SI(c), SI(3) , and SD(2), SD(3). The obtained 
s-shell acceptable solutions have been tabulated in Table C6) . 
Table 6 : Acceptable Interactions CMeV) 
C W V V D X 
P " P 
SI(2) 3.5±.9 .02±.01 6.33±.25 .35±.01 25±10 1.23±45 
SI(3) 2.3±.3 .016+.02 6.14+.01 .30+014 29+5 1.0.5±.22 
SD(2) 2±.7 .010±.004 6.16±.06 .23±.003 41+8.5 .40±43 
SD(3) 1.8+.6 .0195±.006 6.201.05 .185+.02 31+10 .89=50 
s-shell + scattering acceptable solutions 
SI(2) 2.6-2.7 .0115-.012 6.19-6.20 .77-.8 
SI(3) 2.0-2.6 .014-.018 6.13-.15 .83-1.3 
SI(2) 1.3-2.4 .0065-.012 6.11-6.20 .25-.7 
SI(3) 1.2-1.6 .0135-.0175 6.16-6.20 .40-.75 
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5.4. !:!o^ Si_2£_52blI?5!}_!^ l]l2I}_^ *:-.:._2l:. In the work of Gsl etal/^^the 
following points were not taken into account : 
(a) The sensitivity of B^ to the size of the core nucleus . 
(b) The variation of the '^wavefunction 8S the core nucleus varies from 
He to N . 
(c) the centre - of- mass motion . 
(9) In the light of these remarks Mujib etal; analysed the p-shell 
hypernuolei ''^ binding energy data by taking into account the variation of 
both the nuclear size and the '^wsvefunction . Further,the centre of mass 
energy correction was also incorporated . The charged independent central, 
spin-snd state -dependent two - body ^ N potential is of the form 
"iA = [?< "s+ 3"J> - h "I- "^ "i'"A ] f(r). 
where i is for a nucleon, f(r) is shape function normalised to unity, U 
end U are volume integral of the ^  M po-tential in the singlet and triplet 
state corresponding to the relative angular momentum state l,and r is the 
relative '^nucleon distance . 
f (r) is of the form 
(a) Gaussian shape 
2 
f(r) = exp ( - ^  ) / iT^ '^ ^ a^ , 
a 
where a is range parameter 
(b) Skryme type 
r(r) = a(r) - [ -jif— ] ~Y- [P^«(r) + <3(r)p^  - 2p . fi(r) p ] , 
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oo „ 
where I ^ f r"^ " f (r) dr ( for n =1,2,3 ) 
are the moments of f(r) 
The binding energy (B/^) data as well depth (D/i^ ) have been found eithei 
with the Skryme or with the Gaussian potentials. The state dependence oi 
the ^ N effective interaction has been found to be essential feature of 
the analysis . 
Shoeb and Khan have included s three-body ^M fore of the form : 
W3 ( r. , r. , A ) . tg ( ? . . ? . ) (^. . t.) g ( r.^) g ( r.^) 
where t^ is the volume integral of the force , g's are the radial forn 
factors . 
The weakly spin-and state - dependent ^U potential with Skryme - type 
gaussian , Yukawa and exponential shapes along with a zero -range 
three-body ^^^ force fit the B/>y data equally well . 
(14) Ahamd etal showed that the folding model with a density dependeni 
effective ^ i\ interaction satisfactorily explain the available bindint 
energy data of p-shell and heavier hypernuclei . 
The A-nucleus potential has been based on the following assumptions : 
(1) The range of ^ y interaction has been assumed to be the same as th< 
finite size of the nucleon . 
Therefore , the experimental charge densities have been taken in th< 
calculations. 
(2) The second assumption is of short - range . 
2/3 Therefore, ( 1-P p ) has been assumed to be constant • 
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The ^^nucleus potential is of the form 
1 r ^ -(r-r')2/cl2 
where p (r) = o~oT^— ^ ^ ^^') ^ ^ ' 
_ 3 
V is the strength parameter in MeV fm 
P is the nuclear mass density of the target nucleus 
P 13 a density dependent parameter 
and d is the range parameter . 
By assuming the proton and neutron distribution to be the same , the 
folded density p. .has been assumed to be the same as the charge density 
distributions of the core nucleus . 
Therefore, the modified form of (1) is 
V^ (r) = V^ p (r) [l- n p^2/3) ^^^ 1 
Mian etal' ' made an explicit treatment ^N force by assuming its form as : 
V n 2 ,2 n ^ 
V^ ( r) = — ^ J F (q) exp I - - ^ ^ J q"^  j^ ( qr) dq 
-> -> 
where F(q) = J e^ "^  '^  P(r) [ 1- P P^^^ (r) 1 d r , 
3 (qr) is the spherical Bessel function of order zero, V , d and P are 
2 
the strength, range and density dependent parameter . The best fit ( « 
fitting) has been found with the following values : 
V = 297.86 MeV - fm"^  
0 
P = 1.92 fm^ 
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d = 0.72 fm 
«^ - 6.6. 
The following conclusions can be obtained analysis : 
(1) The folding model with a density dependent ^ M interaction is quite 
resonable for interprating the ground state hypernuclear binding energy 
data . 
(2) The value of the density dependent parameter |3 is almost the same ss 
the value obtained from the optical method studies of the scattering of 
light nuclear projectiles . 
(3) The value of d indicates that long-range ^N interaction is due to Irr 
-exchange . 
Since from the theoretical considerations the presence of a three-body 
component in the '^nucleus interaction potential is important,therefore, 
Mian etal: made the anaylysis of ^ binding energy data of light 
hypernuclei with effective two body ^ H plus three body ^ N M interaction. 
The expression for the total (spin and isospin average ) potential for the 
interaction of particle described by the coordinate r with a core nucleus 
of mass number A is of the form : 
V ( r , r^  , r2 . >^ A > = E V^ ( r 
1=1 '^ ?i ' 
+ E 
i<j 
^ANN ^^ ^>>^V ^j> 
Where r. is are the nucleon coordinates and V^ vr and ^/snvi '^ ^^  ^ '^ ^ two-body 
and three-body potential , respectively . 
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The potential is of the form 
where 
% ( r) = V2(r) + VgCr) , 
'2 (r) = A JY^^ ( r - r' ) P ( r') dr 
V, 3 ( r) = -AlAzll J V/sj^i^  ( r ; ?^ - ^ ^ > P ^  '( r^  , r2) d r^  d r2, 
where p (r) and p"^ ( r^  , r^) are the one-body snd two-body densities of 
the core nucleus respectively later on the two-body V^ (r) and three body 
interaction V^ „., have been taken of the Gaussian form. 
It has been found that for all the ^ -hypernuclei (leaving only /s, He ) the 
binding energy data ( B^) are well explainable by the potential. The 
three-body force seems to account for the dependence of the effective 
two-body ^ M interaction . 
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Figure 1: Contr ibut ions to the NN in te rac t ion 
a r i s ing from the exchange of two'pions 
between a pa r t i c l e and two neighbouring 
nucleons. The two f igures i l l u s t r a t e two 
c lasses of graph: 
(a) Those where the intermediate hyperon i s 
a E p a r t i c l e ; 
' (b) Those where intermediate Y, resonance 
s t a t e s are exc i t ed . 
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[A,~\V(~) 
A 
Figure 2: Representat ive 
diagram for TPE 
N p o t e n t i a l 
A N 
Figure 3: Representat ive diagram 
for d i spers ive NN 
poten t ia l 
V 
TT 
Figure 4: Diagram for TPE NN potential 
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Chapter - 6 
Z - N , s - N and A _ A Potentials 
Tntroduction : 
The previous chapter has been devoted to a detailed discussions of the 
various models of A-nucleon interaction . The data on other hypernuclei 
involving particleslike S , = ,etc. are sparse and there are a very few 
analyses of these data using phenomenological potentials . 
In this chapter we present a brief description of the available 
data and various attempts to analyse them . We shall discuss firstly 
Z~Nucleon interaction followed by s -Nucleon and A _ A interaction. We are 
excluding other hyperon-nucleon interaction such as the interaction of 
charmed hyperon nuclei with the nucleon from our discussion due to lack of 
data . 
6.1 Z_-_Nucleon Interaction 
Bertini et.al were the first who discovered Z-hypernucleus in 1979 at 
CEPN . The reaction was ( K~, TT") on ^Be at Pj^^ 720 MeV/c and e^ = 0° . 
Q 
Approximatley , 80 MeV above the /^^  Be peak, two peaks of width < 8 MeV 
9 
were found. Those peaks were assigned due to the production of c^. Be. It 
is well established that in the nuclear matter ^ decay can proceed 
through a weak interacting process ( AS = o) : 
^ + N — > N + N , 
whereas the Z hyperon can decay through a strong interacting process ( 
AS :^  0) : 
I + N — > H + N 
Therefore, the ^ escape width is small and it was expected on these 
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theoretical grounds that Z escape width should be large ( as broad as r ^ 
25 MeV ^^^) . 
At BNL , Piekarz et.al. have observed the spectra of ( K~ , TI ) on Li 
1 R fi _ 4. ft 
and 0 at P„ -v 713 MeV/c .In the experiment of Li ( K , nr ) ^ H distinct 
peaks, at roughly 10 and 22 MeV of excitation energy were observed . The 
upper peak was found to be narrower , with a width of 3MeV. This was 
consistent with the experimental resolution .Dover et.al. have 
interpreted it in terms of P„ — • P^ and P„ — * S^ tranations (lower peak) 
and the S., — > Sy transition (upper peak ). 
(5) Maijling et.al interpreted it in terms of cluster model . Since the 
— 1 R 
SN hole strength in Li is known to be dominated by a very narrow( r % 
100 keV) ^He I"*" excited state at 16.76 MeV, coupling a T in the IS to 
this core state to form 1 produces a narrow state , in analogy to a 
similar S„ — > 3/^ transition observed in /^  Li . 
The cluster decomposition expected to this state is 
[I n ( I .§ , I3 = - f , S . o) 8 d]^-. 
4 4 
The interpretation was that since _ has the structure ^n 
-{'Z~p)„ (nn)„ ,5:~can only convert to ^ on the proton in the deuteron 
0=0 b=o 
cluster and the width remains small. 
At CEBN , a very short Kaon beam line called K26 was constructed to study 
I hypernuclei near recoilless condition . On the ( K , n ) spectrum on C 
a single excitation at AM = 278 MeV was observed ( which corresponds 
to about - 3MeV in the binding energy of 2~) ,and was assigned as a 
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>P^ ^^ "^ 3/2^ 5: ~ ] °^ substitutional state, 
— + 1R 
In the ( K , IT ) spectrum on 0 , two excitations at A M ^ 277 MeV and A 
M ~ 284 MeV were observed ; ' They were assigned as a 
^^/2h~\^^ ^"^ [*^ Pl/2^ P^  ^ ^1/2^1" ] °^ substitutional state , 
respectively . 
S i n c e , t h e | ( '9^ ,n)^^ ( P iyo )v~ 0 peak • 1 
• l / 2 " p ' *^1/2'Z 
a p p e a r s abou t 6 MeV above t h e I ( P o / o ) ( ^? / ?^Z~ ^ [ 
peak. It was concluded that the 51 spin-orbit strength in the p-shell was 
about 12 MeV , or twice that of the nucleon . 
Yainazaki et.al ' had perforiried an experiment at KEK of (K , 
+ 12 
rr ) on C. This method was developed to 'tag' T. hypernuclei , where the 
idea was that the 2 trapped in a S nucleus will , ultimately , convert 
into ^ and by detecting the ^ decay products ( p rr or nrr ) , the 
continum, due to the I quasi -free production ( Z - escaping), can h(. 
suppressed . In the rr -tagged spectrum a narrow excitation at AM ~ 278 Me^ 
was found. Other than these two excitations were suggested at AM % 282 Me^ 
and at AM=5: 287Mev. 
The peaks at 278 MeV and at 287 MeV were assigned as due to 
respectively. 
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From this spacing , they have deduced the spin-orbit splitting of e = 
5±0.5 MeV . However , the third peak was not explained. R.S. Hyano at 
KEK, performed the experimat with stopped kaons. The results have been 
plotted in fig (1). 
The interpretation of fig (1) was that the prominent peak at p^ ^ = 185 
+ + 
MeV/c , and tails on both sides of the peak were due to T. — v IT n , where 
21 was produceed in the quasi-free (stopped K , IT ) reaction . The tails 
were due to 21 decay in flight , while the peak was due to the 21 decay at 
rest after slowing down in the target . The broad bump below p ., 170 
12 MeV/c corresponds to the production of S on C . 
To describe the S-nucleus strong interaction, an optical potential with 
imaginary part was used . 
The potential was of the form 
U^(r) = [ V° + i Wj ] P (r) / P^ 
-3 
where p ( =0.17 fm ) is the nuclear matter density , p(r) is of the 
Woods-Saxon form and the imaginary part of the potential takes care of the 
21 > ^ conversion . Then the best fit to the existing 2: atomic X-ray 
data were obtained with an effective scattering length a=0.35 ± i 0.19 fm 
, and an empirical potential 
V( r) = - r 28 + i 1.5 1 MeV -^'-
This suggests a large width r^^- 2W^= 30MeV . 
However ,the fit's results depend strongly on the choice of the radius 
parameter. 
1 ^3 The potential depth for the radius parameter r = 1 27 A ' fm and 
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diffuseness 8 - 0.73 fin was obtained by fitting the Z atomic X ray-
data^ -""^  \The obtained value was v| % -10 MeV and W° % -9MeV . The 
12 following conclusions were drawn on y~ Be in the framework of above 
A A ^ (10) mentioned model 
(1) The 2 - nuclear interaction is weak 
(ii) The stopped K data seem to favour non-negligible I ^ conversion 
strength . 
(ill; The potential parameter derived form the analysis of S atomic X ray 
data can reproduce both the inflight and the stopped K data fairly well . 
1112) 4 
Hsrada et.al ' showed theoretically the possible existence of y H and 
4 
^He be]ow the ^-emission threshold on the basis of four-body calculations 
with the realistic Z N potential which simulate the Nijmegen - D potential 
I 
4 IT + 
The ^ He - hypernucleus is in bound state with J = 0 and T -. 1/2. 
The results are in agreement with the experimental observation at 
j^ gj^ (ll,12)_ The binding energy and width came to be B( l"*") = 3.7 . 4.6 
MeV. and r = 4.5 . 7.9 MeV . 
( 13 ) Hayano et.al at KEK have reported the existence of 5:-nucleus bound 
- - 4 
state formed in ( K , n- ) reaction at rest on a He target . A peak was 
4 
found which was attributed to the formation of the ^ He ground state 
4 4 
corresponding to AM = M ( y He ") - M ( He) 
(14) - 4 
Yamada et.al. , have performed the combined analysis of 51 atoms and y 
He with the use of Nijmegen OBE potentials. The conclusion was that the 
4 
model D can reproduce both - the binding energy and width of j- He , which 
F and NSC cannot.Further the conclusion was that the systematic 
reproduction of the ^ atom data cannot be obtained with the existing OBE 
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potentials . 
(15) Akaishi et.al. , have reported the form of nucleus - E 
potential as 
nucl-I c 2 
The first term is repulsive at short distances . 
The second is the strong Lane term which plays an essential role to make 
the z-nucleus potential bound . The Lane term is given by 
IJ = ^^~^^Ys:~ V° • "^ ^^  Lane term also recovers the isospin symmetry 
4 
broken due to the threshold difference , Due to this the bound y He 
becomes a T ~ 1/2 good isospin state . 
Khin Swe Myint et.al. '^ have reported that there exists a 
possibility of the formation of 5: - hypernucleus states with narrow widths 
pno 
in heavy nuclei like Pb under the cooperation of the strong 
interaction, the Coulomb interaction and the centrifugal potential. 
6.2 = - Nucleoli Interaction 
Form the emulsion technique , the binding energy ( B_ ) data of = -
1 7 —JT)) hypernuclei is available which we list in table 1. It may be 
mentioned hare that the existence of = -hypernucleus is doubtful and 
accuracy of the data is poor and that is why much work has not been done 
in this and field . The B^ of all the s -hypernuclei (except '^ Mg ), 
shows a smooth mass dependence which can be reproduced with a 
phenomenological single particle = nucleus potential of the form 
V^(r) = -V^^(l+exp (r-R)/a)"^ 
1/3 
where B = r A with A is the mass number , V _ is = -well depth, r„ is 
O o= 0 
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in fermi and the surfare diffuseness is 0.65 fm . 
(21) Dover and Gal have estimated V _ , the = - well depth to be 24 ± 4 MeV 
for r =1.1 fm and 21 ± 4 MeV for r =1.25 fm. 
o o (22) Shoeb and Rahman Khan •^  have analysed the binding energy data 
(B )„ T by solving the two - body = -nucleus Schrodinger equation in 
= Nucl. 
each case . The single - particle = -nucleus potential was assumed to 
follow the form of the realistic charge density of the relevant core 
nucleus , or the density of the neighbouring core nuclei for the case 
where the charge density of the relevant core nucleus is not known. The 
Coulomb part of binding energy was calculated to fair degree of accuracy 
by assuming the spherical uniform nuclear charge distribution . In each 
case the depth of the single particle potential ( V _ ) is calculated and 
found to be weaker than the ^ -single particle well depth . 
An analysis of the binding energy data of p-shell hypernuclei using two 
parameter = N potential of gaussian and Skryme type was also made by Shoeb 
(22 ) 
and Rahman Khan . Then it was compared with the effective '^N potential 
(7) 
of Boussy . Again the = N potential turned out to be weaker than the ^ N 
potential . 
(22) Following the frame work of Shoeb and Rahman Khan 
(23) Lalazissis etal have solved the Schrodinger equation analytically for 
the ground state binding energies (B^ )nuci , by assumming a =- nucleus 
single particle potential. 
The = -nucleus potential was of the form 
V^ -_.(r) = 5 , 0 < r < 00 
^ cos h'^( r/R ) 
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1/3 
where D > o is the potential depth , R = r A 
with r^ = - [ 5 J and A is 
the mass number of the core nucleus . The nuclear part of the ground state 
binding energy ( B_ ) , has been expressed in the form . 
O O 
where 
m_ -
M = M _ 
s A r /- ffi [M-^) i] 
2 .,1/2 
=^ I [[^^-^^2^] - i ] 
The kinetic energy of ( B_ ~L„„i 
< T_ -> -- - ^ ^ X 3( 4 X -2 ) ( 4X + | ) 
ji B 4 (4X + 1 ) 
The potential energy of (B^ "^nucleus 
< V. -' = -D ^ -rf-Ti) 
In the calcula t ions of the Coulomb part of the = -Nucleus in terac t ion 
'-' .J c L 6(4iri 3 T 
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(where Zc is the stomic number of the core nucleus , t is the skin 
thickness ,c is the hslf density radius ) , the diffuseness of the nuclear 
surface was taken into account . 
However , this improvement in calculation of E _ over that of Shoeb and 
Bahman Khan does not make any quantitative changes in the conclusion 
<' 17) The ' results of the (B_ ) , has been tabulated . 
= nucl 
Notice from Table 2 that the values of these quantities viz . E , (B 
c = 
-) T , < V_ -)and < T_ -> differ considerably in most of the cases . 
nucl ' = ' = 
Therefore , there is a need of more reliable method for their 
determination and for these more experimental work is required . 
Table 1 : Binding energy of the different = -hypernuclei 
Hypernuclei Binding energy 
= 5.9 ± 1.2 MeV 
= 9.2 ± 2.2 MeV 
= 18.1 ± 3.2 MeV 
= 16.0 ± 4.7 MeV 
= 16.0 ± 5.5 MeV 
= 23.2 ± 6.8 MeV 
= 2.4 ± 6.3 MeV 
He 
1^ B 
^ ^ C 
1^ C 
1^ 0 
28 A l 
3 ° M g 
: B 
: B 
: B 
: B 
: B 
: B 
: B 
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Table 2 : The values of the Coulomb E the nuclear part of the binding 
energy (B_ -)r.ucL, the total binding energy B^ -, the nuclear partof the 
potential energy < V_ -> , the kinetic energy < T_ -> and of the RMS 
radius for a number of = - hypernuclei . The (GS) energies are in MeV and 
the BMS radii in femtometres ( fermi) . 
A 
c 
8 
12 
16 
20 
34 
28 
32 
40 
E 
c 
1.7 
3 .4 
3 .7 
4 . 0 
4 . 3 
4 . 7 
5 .2 
6 .9 
(B ^ 
Case 
5 .5 
9 .4 
12 .3 
14 .5 
16 .3 
17 .8 
19.0 
21 .0 
Case 
5.7 
8 .8 
10.9 
12 .6 
13 .8 
14.9 
15 .8 
• n u c l 
1 : D = 
2 : D 
B r= -
55 .2 MeV, 
7 .2 
12 .8 
16.0 
18.5 
20 .6 
2 2 . 5 
24 .2 
27 .9 
= 4 0 . 7 MeV 
7 .4 
12.2 
14 .6 
16 .6 
1 8 . 1 
19 .6 
21 .0 
<V ^ -> 
r = 0 . 5 9 
0 
- 1 6 . 9 
- 2 2 . 4 
- 2 5 . 6 
- 2 7 . 9 
- 2 9 . 6 
- 3 1 . 0 
- 3 2 . 1 
- 3 3 . 8 
fm 
. r = 0 . 7 5 4 
o 
- 1 4 . 9 
- 1 8 . 6 
- 2 0 . 8 
- 2 2 . 3 
- 2 3 . 5 
- 2 4 . 4 
- 2 5 . 1 
<T ^ -> 
11 .4 
12 .9 
13 .3 
13.4 
13 .3 
13 .2 
1 3 . 1 
12 .8 
fm 
9 .2 
9 . 8 
9 .9 
9 . 8 
9 .7 
9 .5 
9 . 3 
2 1/2 
<r ^ -> 
2 . 0 6 1 
1.799 
1.716 
1.682 
1.667 
1.662 
1.661 
1.668 
2 .225 
2 .033 
1.973 
1.953 
1.947 
1.949 
1.955 
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17.2 24.1 -26.3 9.1 1.972 
Case 3 D :: 30 MeV , r =0.986 fm 
o 
5.8 
8 . 1 
9 .7 
10 .9 
11 .8 
12 .6 
13 .2 
14.2 
7 .5 
11 .5 
13.4 
14 .9 
1 6 . 1 
17 .3 
18 .4 
2 1 . 1 
- 1 3 . 0 
- 1 5 . 4 
- 1 6 . 9 
- 1 7 . 9 
- 1 8 . 7 
- 1 9 . 3 
- 1 9 . 8 
- 2 0 . 6 
7 .2 
7 . 3 
7 .2 
7 .0 
6 .9 
6 .7 
6 .6 
6 . 3 
2 .458 
2 .327 
2 .294 
2 .289 
2 .296 
2 .308 
2 .322 
2 .352 
6.3 /^ - ^ Interaction 
Danysz et.al were the first to observe the /^ Be and later Prowse 
et.al. reported the existence /^^ He. Recently at KEK , Imai et.al. 
13 have reported a third candidate as /^ ^ B . 
The separation energy B^ yy of two ^ s' frora the core nucleus is given by 
10.92 ± 0.6 MeV for ^ He and 17.7 = 0.08 MeV for j ^ Be. It can be given 
in the form as 
A B/vv - B AA •2B A = ' 
4.6 ± 0.6 MeV ( X A He ) 
(^  4.29 ± 0.1 MeV ( J^ Be ) 
where B/v^  is the separation energy of a single ^ particle . 
Bodmer et.al. and Wang et.al: have independently 
R 10 
obtained a linear relationship between />^  He and /SA^© binding energies 
based on the cluster calculations. The relationship 
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BAA ( AAHe ) ^5; - « + [3^ ( ^^Be) 
with the different sets of a and P . 
R in 
However , when the data of /^ He was fitted , the />^  Be was found to b< 
1 n R 
overbound by several MeV ,while when v^^  was fitted the ^.^ He was 
underbound by several MeV . We are mentioning the work of Bodmei 
(27) 
etaL in a little detail . 
A 3-body a+2^ model was used with a ^ potential obtained from effective ^l 
R in 
and ^HN interaction for /^^ He and a 4-body 2ot+2'^  model for /s^Qe. For V/.^  ? 
variety of shapes and ranges were used both for the repulsive core V anc 
for the attractive part V. . 
For the a+2^ model of /s^ He the Hamiltonian was 
H -- T^ (1) + E [ T^ (i) + V^^ ( r ..J ) ] + V ^ {T^^) 
i = 2 
and for the 2a + 2^ model of ^^ Be this was 
H = E [ T^ (i) + V (i -^ 2) ] . V^ ,^ (r^ 2> \^. V < i^f'> 
1 = 1 ^ -^  KJ 0 
1=1,2 
d=3,4 
4 
where T and T/s> are the a and '^  kinetic energy operators , respectively. 
(29) 
The potential V^^ , V^ /y and V^ /^^  were the inputs in the calculations^ ^ . 
With a reasonable V/>^ ( repulsive core V comparable to that for V/^ j, , 
reasonable ranges for V/v^ ) the obtained value of a''^  ~ -(2.5-3.5) fm r '^ 
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% 2.6 - 3.1 fm . 
It was conjectured that the ^^ interaction is strongly attractive , 
comparable to or even more attractive than the '^ N force, and is not far 
from giving a bound.^^ state However , meson -exchange model obtained 
C 31) by the Hijmegen group predicted a^^ ^  - 0.26 fm 
fi in 
By calculating b/^ for /vv^ e and /^ s ^ ^ with a large number of different 
VAA 
'^ having different shapes,ranges and strengths,Bodmer 
(31) 
et.al. obtained a linear relationship between the calculated values. 
The relationship is given as 
BAA ( .AA He ) ~ " ^.0 + 0.83 B ^ ( j;^ ^ Be ). 
However , for the experimental value of B_/y^  ( ^^ Be) this relation 
predicts significantly too small values of B^ ^^ C ^ ^ He) = 9.7 MeV, whereas 
the experimental value is 10.9 ± 0.6 MeV. 
(32) - 4 
May etal have suggested that when a stopped K is targeted on He then 
due to the large branching ratio ( " 37%) there exist a greater 
4 probability of a double '^  hypernucleus formation ( AA ^  ) and it can be 
observed iff a neutron is detected in such type of reaction . 
(33) (34) 
Akaishi et.al and Kumagai et.al have independently , calculated 
the branching ratio of double '^-hypernucleus formation from a = + 4He 
atom where the possible proposed processes are 
(1) =~ + 4 He —> ^ + ^ + p + n + n + 0.03 MeV Negligible 
(ii) — > ^ + A + d + n +2.25 MeV 
(iii) — > A + A + t + 8.51 MeV 18% 
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(iv) — > ^ + H^ + n + 2.38 MeV 2% 
(v) — ' ^ "^  A" "^  10.55 MeV 43% 
(vi) — ^ AA" "^  " ^ •^•^^ " ® ^ "^^ ^ 
The small Q values from two-body processes increases the probability of 
double hypernucleus very much . 
In the case of Li, the Q values are large as compared with those of the 
4 
He case e.g. 
= ~ + \ i — > A + A + ct + n + 24.63 Mev " 100% 
—*' AA^® •^  " + 35.53 "' small 
-The large Q value suggests a four body decay . 
(35) Baltz et.al. have predicted the forward cross-section of the 
order of 2-10 nb/st for the excitation of high spin 3 and 4 states and 
the ^^0 ( K~, K"^ ) reaction at 1.1 GeV /c . 
Yamamoto et.al. ' derived the G-matrix interaction for 
AA using the Nijmegen model D *^ ^^  , F *^ ^^  and soft core version ^^^^ (NSC) 
10 13 -A 
and calculated B/y/y( ^B/^) values for /v\ ^^> AA ^ ^"^ other double 
hypernuclei . They have taken the wave function contribution mainly from 
core + A 4. A 4. three body and partially from a + x + A + A four body 
contribution, where x = n,d, t , a . 
The D2 model was used with hard core radi r = 0.532 fm , the value of 
^AA ^ three body binding energy of nuclear core and two A particle ) , 
A B/y/^, ( interaction energy given by B/^ - 2B^ ( in MeV) , '^^~Z^ ^- ^^^ 
r.m.s.ratio of A - A distances in fm ) and V pZ (the r.m.s. radii of 
AA-core distance in fm) were obtained . The results for /s^^ B and /ys, Be are 
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quite spporeciable , However, more consistent work is required in this 
regard . 
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Chagter_-_7 
Summary and Conclusions 
In this dissertation we have presented an up-dated review of the 
baryon-baryon potentials for nucleons and hyperons . After a brief 
introduction to the subject in chapter one ,a discussion of the 
nucleon-nucleon potential is given in chspter2 and 3.The discussion is 
extended to include the strsnge particles and a description of '^-H, 2:-N, = 
- N and ^^^ potentials is given in chapters 4,5 and 6. Main results are 
summarized below. 
(i) In the case of nucleon-nucleon interactions various phenomenological 
potentials (viz Hamada-Johnston, Peid Hard and Soft Core, Paris and 
Argonne ) and field theoretic potential (viz full Bonn potential ) are 
discussed . The complete data on the low energy N-N scattering parameters 
are not described in the most of these models (Table-2 and 6,Chapter 2). 
Presently Paris and Bonn potentials are widely used in the analysis of 
available data on nucleon-nucleon processes . The long range NN 
interaction is known to be dominated by one-pion-exchange, which also 
gives 9 strong spin-spin and tensor force. The spin-orbit force comes from 
the exchange of vector bosons i.e.the iso-singlet o , and isovector 
p-mesons the strong repulsive core being due to co-exchange . Bonn group 
has considered multipion exchanges and exchange of heavy mesons of various 
kinds. They have shown how multiple exchanges of mesons can lead to 
interactions,which have resonable strengths and ranges . The intermediate 
isobar states do give , at least, a fraction of the strength in the 
scalar, isoscalar channel previously occupied by the cr-meson. The 
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2iT-exch8nge model is taseful in describing the intermediate range of the 
nuclear force and it takes, nuclear resonances (isobars) snd direct nrr 
interaction, into account. 
_ _ _ ti II 
The full Bonn potential gives a quantitative description of the deuteron 
data , NN scattering phase-shifts (Table -2, Figure-8,Chapter 3, ). 
The tensor force turns out to be weak in "full Bonn model" which is seen 
in a low percentage D state of the deuteron , whereas the quadropole 
moment and the asymptotic D/S state of the deuteron are large and in very 
good agreement with the experimental results. 
The Paris group has shown that dispersion relations may provide a 
mechanism to evaluate the two-pion exchange term from observables in the 
N + N — > IT + n and TT-H channels. 
The deuteron properties and NN scattering phase shifts are obtained ( 
Table 2 , fig 1, Chapter 2) .The results are in good agreement with the 
4 - 1 1 (2) experimental values . 
However , "the full Bonn model " is found to be 
more reasonable. 
The problem of describing the NN interaction in 
the core region is still persisting . Actually , nucleons are composite 
systems with a rich resonance structure , which are attributed to 
noriHl. i t.uf;rit qunrUn IntorootinfJ by gluon oxohnngo .Tdoylly.f) ITK^ IIOI of th»^  
HN interaction would start with a field theoretic description of 
interactions . However , the quarks (flavour and colour), the fundamental 
building blocks of the theory, have not , yet, been seen experimentally 
despite repeated searches. No satisfactory theory has yet been developed. 
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Our understanding is only based on certain mathematical structure oi 
quarks and their interaction .Therefore at first there is need t< 
understand the q-q interaction theoretically while one needs more accurate 
experimental data on N-N systems in order to get a clear picture of th( 
(3) 
core region from a microscopic theory based on quarks and gluons . 
(ii) The history of ^ hypernuclei can be divided into three periods , 
The early period opened with the discovery of the first hypernucleus in ? 
nuclear emulsion in 1952 ,and included the studies of ^ hypernucle: 
carried out in emulsions in the decade following this discovery. Thf 
"middle ages" period contains the work done in the 60's 70's and earl: 
- - (5) 
80's with the (K , n ) reaction . Raons with a momentum ^ 550 MeV/c 
transfers a little momentum to the nucleon in the 
K~+ Z—i- ^Z + IT" reaction. 
However, since both R and n- are strongly absorbed in the nucleus , this 
reaction populates specially the less strongly bound levels. The "moderr 
era" would be signaled by the introduction of the associated productioi 
reaction (n- , R ) and the electromagnetic production to produce ' 
hypernuclei . This era will also benefit by the start of Raon factories 
which will produce intense kaon beams. 
The associated production is 
TT"^  + ^Z > ^Z + R"^  
This reaction has the advantage that the R is not much distored in thi 
nucleus and , therefore , the reaction offers more possibilites t( 
populate deeply bound states of the nucleus. 
The cross-section for the elementary reaction 
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n"*" + n — y ^ + K"^  peaks near 1050 MeV/c 
The proposed electromagnetic productions of hypernuclei ( y, K ) and ( e , 
e' K ) reactions is useful as an attractive alternative reaction for the 
study of hypernuclei at the new generation of electron accelerators. It 
exoitos both the natural and un-natural parity, low and high spin 
hypernuclear states with the comparable strengths. 
There is no strong reaction through which a ^ bound in the 
nucleus could decay . Energetically , the ^ N — > N N rection is possible 
due to the reason that AS ::: 1 , it preceeds via the weak interaction. 
For , both the ^ —>• N n and the ^ N — > N N decay modes involve weak 
interactions and nearly of the comparable strength . A study of decay 
can provides useful information about ^-H forces . 
The binding energy of the nuclei in the s-shell and p-shell have been 
compared with predictions of the various phenomenological potentials. 
(6) (7) (8) 
Following this procedure Gal et.al. , Nagels et.al. , Bodmer et al . and 
(9) 
Pshman Khan et.al. have given '^-Nucleon potentials. 
Gal et.al. made a direct analysis of p-shell hypernuclei 
within the shell model framework using intermediate coupled wave functions 
of Soper . In these calculations a uniform single-particle shell model 
wave function for the ^ particle and nucleons in different hypernuclei is 
considired . Later they included the non-central two - body '^ -N , central 
and non-central three-body ^ NH is forces. 
The meson theory of ^ interaction is given by Gal et.al. The following 
exchanges are considered 
(a) Scalar meson exchange : a exchange 
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the NN channel and recently thay have constructed a potential model (soft 
core) in the YN channels. 
Again in this case , the YN version of the model is obtained by extension 
of the NN model through the application of SU (3) . 
The potentials are due to the dominant parts of the ir, n, ri' , (p , p, a>, 6, 
e, and S Begee trajectories .In addition to these ,the J=0 contributions 
from the tensor f, f , Az and Pomeron trajectories are included in the 
potentials. The calculations are nearly the same as in hard core 
model. The different potentials models for YM scattering with their 
2 
X / data have been tabulated below 
2 
Model M / data 
A 0.71 
B 0.68 
C 0.62 
D 0.65 
E 0.61 
F 0.89 
Soft core 0.58 
It has been found that various '^ N potential when applied to light 
5 
hypernuclei like ^ He give too much binding as compared with the 
exprimental results. 
Bodmer et.al. have considered this overbinding problem of hypernuclei 
and '^ p scattering by incorporating Wigner-type ^NN forces with a p-state 
^ interaction . A reasonable good fit to B^ data have been obtained . 
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Shoeb et.sl. hsve considererl a weekly spin-snd state- dependent ^ M 
potential with Skryme type gaussian .Yukawa and experimential shapes 
along with zero-range three body ^B force. Fits were performed for the B. 
data of p-shell hypernuclei .Also a skyrme-type AN potential along with a 
zero-range three-body force fits, the B/y of p-shell hypernuclei and also 
5 
reproduces B. of ^He and gives a value to the binding energy in 
infinite nuclear rastter consistent with empirical estimate . 
Following conclusions can be drawn on the ^-N 
interaction based on experimental and phenomenological descriptions : 
(1) ^N interaction is stronger in the singlet state than the 
triplet state .'^  particle has isospin 0, therefore , the exchange of 
isovector bosons e.g. n.p, etc. mesons sre not allowed , The lowest 
order contribution comes from 2IT and R exchange . 
(2) The ^ H interaction is dominated by the central potential and that 
the contributions of spin-spin and tensor force are very less m the long 
range ''^  M interaction,. 
(3) ^ W interaction has a hard core comparable to MM 
interaction . Because the long one-pion -exchange is absent from the '^N 
interaction and ^N - SN coupling is strong, three-body ^MN forces are 
predicted to play a crucial role in hypernuclei. 
(4) The spin-orbit interaction is weaker in '^ -N interaction 
than the nucleon-nucleon interaction . 
(5) Tensor force is also weak in the ^ -N interaction 
(6) The spin - spin interaction is weaker than the 
N-N interaction . 
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(7) Pauli blocking is very effective in reducing the ^ mesonie 
width , which is considerably reduced in heavy hypernuclei with respect to 
free ^ width.Still the direct messurments of decay rates are diffcult, 
therefore , there are need of more intense Kaon beams and imporved 
experimental techniques . 
(iii) Tp interaction at low momenta has been studied similar to 
'^ P system.The existing data on ^ p is more scarce than for ^-p interaction 
due to its short lifetime and more ionisation losses in bubble chamber . 
The average potential , S-particle feels in the nucleus is 
slightly shallower than the potential for the ^ particle . the estimation 
of Vy. ~ 24 ± 4 Mev. From the analysis of 2-hypernuclei , a reasonable fit 
to all data give preference to large spin-orbit coupling , larger than the 
nucleon one and a weak residual interaction comparable to that of ^ 
particle. A recent measurment suggesting the presence of a S-bound state 
_ _ 4 
resulting from the (R , " ) reaction on He has been reported . This is a 
great break through in the field of I^-hypernucleus because till 80's the 
existence of stability of I-hypernuclei has been a subject of intense 
investigation and still a challenging problem. 
The Pauli blocking effect has been found to play almost non-significant 
role in reducing the 2 widths . Narrow width in Z hypernuclei has been 
attributed due to the polarization of the medium by spin-isospin 
interaction responsible for the 2:N — > A [^ transition . In very light 
hypernuclei a strong ^H repulsion at short distancees is also a reason for 
narrow Z^N width . 
Central potenti'3.1 V„p for B = N 4 ? are determined from the 
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analysis of nuclear and hypernuclear data. The results are tabulated 
below. The measured values of the spin-orbit potentials are also 
mentioned . 
Table 
System 
Central 
potential 
V^ (in MeV) 
Spin-orbit 
Hue 
N 
50 
1 
leus + 
A 
30 
0 
I. 
25 
0.8-1.8 
(iv) The properties of the = -nucleus interaction have been studied 
C12) from the OBE approach . ^ By comparing the = -nucleus single particle 
potential with the experimantal values of H -binding energy , the value of 
OS 
( = -well depth ) 
24 ± 4 MeV for r = 1.1 fm 
2 1 + 4 Mev for r = 1.25 fm, 
o 
In model D (7) of Nagels et.al. the value of Vo^ = 23 MeV with the 
pridictions that the spin-orbit and isospin - dependent potential for = 
would br very small. From model F with repulsive = potential the value 
of Vo^ r -28 MeV. 
Still , the existence of long lived = -state in nuclei is yet to 
be estsbilished. The prediction of the long leived = -states has been made 
on the basis of narrow ^  - states, 
(v) For the case of ^^ hypernuclei , the ^ well depth D/>, can be 
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understood by considering ^ H force which are consistent with free-space 
scattering and a repulsive '^ NN interaction. 
The ^ N and ^ ^ potentials are parametrized in terms of short - range 
repulsive core of Woods-Saxon form and an attractive piece with a range 
characterstic of two pion exchange. 
The ^^ interaction obtained from the /y^  Be is strongly attractive , 
corresponding to a S^  scattering length in the range - 5 ^ ^AA" ~2fm. 
This is comparable to the S ^ N and NN interaction for which a/^ „^~ -3fm 
and M a„vi ~ -4fin . However, the attraction is not sufficient to from a 
^S ^^ bound state.^^^ 
o 
In conclusion we would like to say that a study of the 
various aspects of hypernuclear data like binding energy of hypernuclei , 
weak and electromagnetic decays and other reaction data on hypernuclei 
with pion and kaon beams will provide useful information on hyperon 
nucleon interactions .These are supplimented by the data on '^ p scattering. 
These data on hypernuclei and ^ p scattering taken together can help 
to determine various parameters used in the theoretical formulation of 
hyperon-nucleon potentials. 
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